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ABSTRACT

Dielectric elastomer (DE) actuators are an emerging class of polymer actuation
devices. They exhibit large strains and have high force and energy densities. They can
be designed in a variety of geometries and are inexpensive to manufacture. Currently, the
use of DE Actuation is limited because quantitative design information is incomplete and
the complex phenomena governing their performance have not been fully characterized.
In this study, several such issues are investigated both experimentally and analytically.

The actuators designed for this research function as binary actuators, that is, they
operate between two set states, OFF and ON. Performance of the actuators is predicted
based on theoretical analysis and the results are compared to experimental results.
Improvement of fabrication methods and determination of optimum design parameters
have been experimentally determined.

Since DE actuators can be constructed out of polymers and without any
ferromagnetic materials, they can potentially be used in a Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) machine, which has strict compatibility requirements that limit the use of certain
materials. MRI is a powerful and effective medical diagnostic tool, but treatment is
limited because of the confined space and compatibility issues. It has been well
recognized that its value would be increased if it were possible to physically manipulate
objects within the MRI machine during imaging, but conventional manipulation systems
cannot operate within an MRI due to the incompatibility of ferromagnetic materials.

Binary DE actuators eliminate the need for conventional electromagnetic
actuators and their associated controlling electronics. This inherent compatibility
suggests that a new class of MRI treatment devices is possible. Potential applications for
use in the MRI environment are introduced, and prototypes for illustrating these
applications are fabricated. One such application, a reconfigurable RF coil for flexible
imaging capabilities, proves that not only are DE actuators and MRI compatible, but that
they can significantly enhance imaging capabilities.

Thesis Supervisor: Steven Dubowsky
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Introduction
This thesis reports on the development of dielectric elastomer (DE) actuators for

use as an actuation technology within Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) environments.

Dielectric elastomers are a type of electroactive polymer that has shown significant

potential as an emerging actuation technology. Extensive research on polymer materials

for actuation has been done during the past ten years. These materials offer many

advantages, such as large strain capabilities, high energy densities, and fast responses. If

successfully implemented, these materials could be used to produce inexpensive and

lightweight actuators for a variety of commercial and scientific applications. However,

polymer based actuation technologies are not often used in practice due to a lack of

fundamental design knowledge and sound fabrication methods. For this study, important

progress has been made in developing practical and efficient linear DE actuators.

Electroactive polymers (EAP) exhibit muscle like behavior by changing their

geometry when an electric signal is applied. Because of their simple operating

requirements and material composition, they show promise for the development of

alternative actuator concepts for applications where severe environments place restrictions

on what type of devices can be used. One such environment is found within an MRI

machine, and there are strict limitations on what type of materials and devices can be

placed within them.

This research focuses on developing polymer based actuators for powering useful

devices, specifically for potential MRI based applications. The fundamental operating

principles and performance behavior of this technology are presented in detail. The

design and methods for developing a specific actuator for use in many applications is also

presented. Several prototype devices illustrating potential applications are also presented.

1.1 Motivation

Magnetic Resonance Imaging has become an indispensable diagnostic tool in the

medical community. It has the ability to safely image any plane within the body, whereas
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other imaging technologies are more limited. For example, CT scans are limited to the

axial plane, whereas an MRI system can create images in any plane without the patient

moving [1]. MRI technology allows doctors and technicians to choose exactly where and

what orientation in the body to acquire an image. It is ideal for diagnosing many medical

problems [1,2], such as:

. Bone tumors or abnormalities
* Multiple sclerosis (MS)
. Tumors or infections in the brain, spine or joints
* Ligament and tendon damage
. Masses in the soft tissues of the body

In recent years, the medical community has been taking steps to incorporate MRI into

treatment procedures as well as diagnostics. It has been well recognized that its value

would be greatly increased if it were possible to physically manipulate objects within the

MRI machine during imaging, and there are many motivations for MRI compatible

surgical robots and manipulators [3,4,5,6]. Examples would be performing endoscopic

surgical procedures or biopsy needle insertion while observing the procedure inside the

patient in real time using MRI. Due to their high precision, robots could potentially be

used for such manipulation tasks. However, because of the extremely strong magnetic

fields (more than 1 Tesla) used for MRI, conventional robotic components such as

electromagnetic actuators and sensors are unusable.

Due to its all-plastic construction, it is shown here that a DE powered robot can be

placed very close to the region of interest and perform high precision tasks without

distorting the images. DE's have numerous advantages that make them ideal for actuation

within an MRI environment. These include:

" Zero degradation of the MRI image
" Inexpenisve (potentially disposable)
- Large strain (more than 100%)
- Constructed mostly of polymer - lightweight

The purpose of this thesis is to lay the groundwork for developing practically

useful DE powered devices for enhancing MRI treatment. Such development does not fall

within the domain of traditional robot or machine design. DE actuators are not

commercially available, and currently there are no detailed design data or guidelines for

designing or building them. This work is meant to address the need for both qualitative
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and quantitative design guidelines to bring such actuators to practical use.

1.2 Background and Literature

1.2.1 Dielectric Elastomer Actuation and alternative Technologies

Dielectric elastomers are a class of electroactive polymers used for actuation

devices. Previously, these devices have been referred to as Electrostrictive Polymer

Artificial Muscles (EPAM). In this terminology, "electrostrictive polymer" refers to any

material that exhibits a mechanical response to electric stimulation. However, there is a

separate class of material called electrostrictive polymers [7]. In these materials, the

deformation is dependent on the polarization at the molecular level, which generates a

compressive force in the direction of polarization.

Polarization is not necessary for the mechanical response of DE actuators. DE

actuators are simply dielectric materials placed between two compliant electrodes. The

operating principle is simple and shown in Figure 1. A soft polymer film is coated on

both sides with compliant electrodes. As a voltage is applied to the electrodes,

electrostatic (Maxwell) stresses cause the soft polymer to compress in thickness and

expand in area. The resulting mechanical motion is a means for actuation.

Compliant OFF
electrodes

Dielectric film

O N

Figure 1: Operating principle of dielectric elastomer [55].

Preliminary development of DE actuators was underway in the early 1990's [8,9].

Since that time, fundamental characteristics and potential applications of this technology

have been studied [10,11,12,13]. Currently there are several institutions performing

research in several aspects of DE actuation [14,15,16]. The development of DE actuators
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in the Field and Space Robotics Laboratory (FSRL) at MIT began in 2000 during research

in the field of binary robotics, which is a design and control paradigm that proposes the

use of numerous binary actuators embedded within a mechanical structure [17,18]. It was

found in this research that DE show potential as actuators for binary robotics [19,20].

Dielectric elastomers have interesting characteristics that make them potentially

superior to other actuator technologies for a variety of applications. Examples of other

actuation technologies, as well as their major performance properties, are listed in Table 1

[21]. These include other "smart material" technologies, such as shape memory alloy,

piezoelectric materials, and other types of electroactive polymers.

Table 1: Smart Material Actuator Comparison [21]

Maximum Specific Speed
Maximum Pressure Energy Maximum for one

Actuator Type Strain (%) (Mpa) (J/g) Efficiency (%) cycle
Dielectric Elastomer Medium-

Actuator 200 7 3.4 80 Fast
Electromagnets 50 0.1 0.003 90 Fast

Piezoelectric Ceramic 0 110 0.013 90 Fast
Shape Memory Alloy

(TiNi) 0.2 200 15 10 Slow
Conducting Polymer 10 450 23 1 Slow

Conducting Gel 40 0.3 0.06 30 Slow

Shape memory alloys are metals that exhibit a property called martensitic

transformation, which is a solid state phase transformation that allows the material to

change shape in response to temperature changes [22]. SMA's achieve pressures up to

200 MPa and material strains of over 5%. However, due to power dissipation through

heating, maximum efficiency is less than 10%.

Piezoelectric actuators are ceramic based materials that change their shape in

response to an electric field. They have fast response rates and achieve pressures over

100MPa, but they also display relatively small strains, generally less than 1% [23].

Compliant mechanisms have been designed to amplify their motion[24].

Other electroactive polymers (EAPs) have been explored for use as smart material

technologies. Conducting polymers display large dimensional changes due to

electrochemical doping of the polymer that occurs in response to an applied voltage [25].

They typically can achieve strains up to 10% and pressures up to 450 MPa [21], but the
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polymer has to be immersed in a liquid based electrolyte [25]. This limits practical

implementation. Another example of EAP is Polymer gel, which also swells as a result of

an applied voltage [7]. The actuation pressures generated here are generally insufficient

for practical applications.

DE actuators have relatively strong performance numbers in each of the categories

listed in Table 1. Consequently, research in DE actuators has increased in the past several

years, and several experimental concepts have been studied. DE have been proposed for

use in linear actuators, loudspeakers, solid state optical devices, and generators [26,23]. A

variety of geometric embodiments have been proposed. Planar and cylindrical geometries

have been proposed to power a snake-like manipulator and an insect-inspired hexapedal

walker [27,23]. Cone shaped and diaphragm actuators, in which the motion is normal to

the film plane, have been developed[12,28]. Such a device has been proposed to power an

inchworm robot with small displacements [12]. Concepts have been proposed for

incorporating DE actuators in shape control of large space mirrors [29]. Haptic

applications using DE actuators have also been proposed [30].

The use of DE actuators in feedback control systems, an alternative approach to

the system concepts studied for this work, has also been studied. Position feedback

provided by a laser displacement sensor has been used to control a dielectric elastomer

actuator [13]. A multidirectional prototype has been designed for continuous positional

control with multiple actuators [31]. Methods of controlling the actuator without sensors

have also been investigated [32].

Despite the scope of the overall research in this area and the depth in which it has

been pursued in various specific situations, most of the published research on dielectric

elastomers over the last several years has been exploratory. Therefore, very few design

models are available.

1.2.2 Actuation within MRI Machines

MRI compatibility is a well know problem among those who have

attempted to develop devices for enhancing MRI capabilities. The safety and

compatibility of potential devices and materials have been has been thoroughly

characterized [33,34]. A general primer describing the potential interactions of
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mechatronic devices and MRI machines has been published by the Food and Drug

Administration [35]. The MR compatibility of a device is defined as: [36]:

- It is MRI safe (does not add risk to human or equipment)
" Its use in MRI environment does not affect imaging
" It operates as designed in the MRI environment.

Many objects may operate safely within the environment but can affect imaging, or other

objects might not affect imaging but may not operate as intended due to influences of the

large and changing magnetic fields. While the complete compatibility guidelines are quite

complex and depend on the location of the device and the location being imaged, it can

generally be assumed that non-ferrous materials and devices that do not create electro-

magnetic disturbances are compatible.

Ferromagnetic materials are dangerous when placed in close proximity to an MRI

machine because of the high magnetic fields. Electronically driven motors and sensors

can cause electromagnetic interference, thus disturbing the image. Typically, controlling

electronics are placed outside of the MRI room.

The incompatibility of conventional actuator systems have led to development of

MR devices that implement alternative actuation technologies. For example, an MR

Compatible Surgical Assist Robot that uses ultrasonic motors has been developed [37].

Masamune has developed an ultrasonic motor based manipulator for needle insertion [38].

An MR guided, ultrasonic actuated focused ultrasound surgery system was developed by

Hynynen [39]. Previous versions of this system used hydraulic actuators.

While piezoelectric and pneumatic (as well as hydraulic) actuators are both

compatible actuation technologies, they both have drawbacks. For example, piezoelectric

motors and their accompanying transmission are very complicated and expensive to

produce, and generally must be kept isolated from the imaged region. Pneumatic and

hydraulic actuators require pressure supplies that may not be conducive to the limited

workspace available in and around an MRI machine.

1.3 Research Overview

The first objective of this research is to develop actuators that take advantage of

the high strain and energy capabilities of DE technology. The design and performance of
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dielectric elastomer actuators is studied from both an experimental and theoretical point of

view. The second objective of the research is to show the potential of DEA to increase the

usefulness of MRI treatment.

Chapter 2 describes several fundamental characteristics of dielectric elastomer

actuators that have been studied as part of this research. The governing principles and

considerations are briefly discussed. Several important issues, such as breakdown modes,

are explored.

Chapter 3 discusses the design and fabrication of DE actuator modules with

desired force and displacement characteristics. Previous implementations of DE show

performance that is less than what can be achieved under ideal conditions [40]. In this

work, the geometries and construction of the actuator has been optimized to allow for

increased energy output and stroke. The result is a single actuator that can be modified

and implemented in a variety of applications

Chapter 4 describes the development of simple devices that illustrate the

usefulness of DE devices, particularly for MRI treatment. The first such device is a

reconfigurable surface coil for MRI imaging which illustrates DE actuation of a practical

MRI device. Experimental data proves compatibility of DE actuators with MRI

environments under strict requirements. The results show the potential of DE actuation to

enhance imaging capabilities of MRI.

Two simple manipulation devices that are MRI compatible are also described.

One is a simple translating device which may potentially be developed for use in various

non-invasive surgical procedures. The other concept is a spatial manipulator based on the

concept of binary robotics. This device exploits improved actuator performance to further

illustrate the capabilities of DE powered manipulation systems. Devices designed using

this concept could be used for non-invasive, MRI guided surgical procedures, such as

biopsy needle placement and insertion.
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2 Fundamental properties of
Dielectric Elastomers

In this chapter, several fundamental issues governing the behavior of dielectric

elastomers will be discussed. These issues will be investigated in the context of actuator

design and performance. Several key issues, such as elastomer selection and failure

modes, will be discussed.

2.1 Operating Principle

The fundamental mechanism governing the motion of DE actuators consists of two

stresses, a shear stress and a compressive stress, that are applied to an elastomeric film

when the compliant electrodes are charged, as shown in Figure 1 [41,42]. The unlike

charges on the opposing electrodes attract each other and generate a compressive stress in

the z-direction on the film. The repulsion of like charges on the same electrodes generates

shear stress in the planar (x and y) directions of the film. The principle is illustrated in

Figure 2.

Figure 2: Maxwell pressures acting on elastomer.

The contributions by the compressive and shear stresses can be lumped into a

single effective pressure, P, which is given by:

P = EO = ecE (1)

Where e is the dielectric constant, co is the permittivity of free space (Eo=8.85x10-'2 F/),

and E is the applied electric field, which is the ratio of the applied voltage, V, to the film

thickness, z. This effective pressure is derived using an electrostatic model of the work
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done by the electric field as the system is allowed to deform [42]. For this model, it is

assumed that the charge densities on the electrodes and the electric field are uniform.

The stresses cause the film, which is ideally a very soft polymer, to decrease in

thickness. The film laterally expands in area due to the constant volume property of

polymers. The strain values that result can exceed 200%. The dielectric film must be

under some initial planar tension in the OFF state to prevent buckling in the ON state.

When compressive stress is applied to a film already in planar tension, there will be an

effective reduction in the tension of the film. This change in tension provides the force

necessary to achieve movement. The external tension can be applied by constraining the

film to rigid or flexible structures.

2.2 Actuator Components

A DE actuator can be fabricated in a variety of geometries. In general, a very high

electric field, E, is required to generate significant pressures across the polymer. To

develop such high electric fields, the thickness of the polymer should be quite small.

Therefore, the polymer is generally in the form of a thin film.

Several types of film have been investigated to determine if they are suitable for

actuators. There are several factors to consider when choosing a polymer for DE and the

fundamental expression shown in equation (1) reveals the important ones. The pressure

that can be generated is directly proportional to dielectric constant and the square of

electric field, so ideally the material will have a high dielectric breakdown value.

Furthermore, since the amount of deflection is inversely proportional to the stiffness of the

material, it is desirable that the material have a low stiffness. For high speed applications,

a material should have low viscosity.

The two major elastomers investigated for this research were acrylic and silicone

films. VHB 4905/4910 acrylic is a commercially available structural adhesive (3M@

Adhesives, Saint Paul, Minnesota). It is supplied as an adhesive tape, conveniently in a

relatively thin film (0.5 or 1.0 mm thick). Several silicone films, including HSIII and

RTV (Dow Coming@), were also investigated. The silicone films were fabricated by
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hand and were therefore subject to several factors, such as catalyst fraction, mixing,

degassing, and casting techniques, that could drastically affect material properties.

Several different materials can be used for compliant electrodes. The most

commonly used are: silver grease, carbon grease, carbon black, and carbon based

elastomers. Silver and carbon greases are composed of conducting silver or carbon

particles suspended in a viscous oil. A carbon grease produced by MG ChemicalsTM is

used for actuators developed for this study. This grease has a resistivity of approximately

1000 Ohm-cm.

An elastomer based conductor, composed of carbon particles suspended in a

silicone rubber then sprayed onto a surface before it cures, has been developed [43]. Such

a method, which yields a thin conductive elastomer film with minimal stiffness, improves

the aesthetic and tactile properties of the actuator because the grease cannot smear into

undesired locations. However, for illustrative and disposable prototypes, grease is

sufficient.

DE actuators require a structure for maintaining tension in the film so that it will

not buckle under an added compressive stress. There are three major classes: fixed frame,

flexible frame, and cylindrical. Fixed frames provides rigid geometric constraints to the

film boundary in all directions which. The region of the film that is coated with electrodes

experiences deformation, as shown Figure 3(a). Flexible frames constrain the film in all

directions but can change shape based on the tension in the film. Such frames deform

when the film is actuated, as shown in Figure 3(b). Cylindrical actuators use a film that is

wrapped in a cylinder shape, so that the diameter and length of the cylinder change under

actuation, as shown in Figure 3(c).
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(a) (b) (C)
Figure 3: Three basic arrangements for DE actuators.

To characterize the basic performance of an actuator, the interaction of its various

components can be represented with the simplified model shown in Figure 4. The

elastomeric film and electrodes collectively behave like a tension spring with variable

stiffness. When actuated, the electrostatic pressure across the film causes the stiffness

profile of the film to shift downwards. The pre-load element provides a force in the

opposite direction of the film and maintains tension in the film.

P. Dre-Irld Fl R

Variable
stiffness

Film, VO,,

3

2

Film Pre-load

S1 S2 Disp.
Figure 4: Lumped sum model of actuator system. The pre-load curve is actually a negative force

(it is compressive, whereas the film is tension), but is shown as positive to better illustrate the
intersection points of the curves.

When the force-displacement curves intersect and the opposing forces are equal

but opposite, the sum of the forces within the system is zero and the system is in

18
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equilibrium. Therefore, S, indicates the position when the actuation is OFF (film spring is

stiff). Upon actuation, the curve shifts downwards, and the forces are no longer at

equilibrium at position S1. The force difference causes the output of the system to move

toward equilibrium. At S2, the force curves intersect and the system is again in

equilibrium, representing the position when the actuator is ON. If the actuator is then

turned off, the curve shifts upwards, and the resulting force difference (in the opposite

direction) occurs drives the system back to its initial position (Si). The area enclosed by

the arrows represents the energy obtained from the system. Typically, to optimize the

performance of a single actuator, the difference between the two equilibrium points should

be maximized, thus maximizing the stroke and energy output of the actuator.

The design of the actuator is carried out using the lumped-sum model. The model

shows what forces and displacements should be available from an actuator based on the

properties of its individual components. For the purposes of this study, the displacement

of the actuator (strain of the film) was considered the most important performance

characteristic. The force available from an actuator is directly proportional to the amount

of active polymer layers. Therefore, if a single actuator with a planar geometry and large

displacement is stacked in parallel with several other similar actuators, the force will be

multiplied by the number of actuators but the strain will not be affected.

2.3 Elastomer Characterization and Selection

Several promising materials have been identified for DE [21]. VHB 4905 is one of

the best known materials for DE because it has a very high dielectric strength (up to 250

MV/m), moderately high dielectric constant (4.5), and a relatively low modulus (100-300

kPa). The material is relatively inexpensive and requires no extensive processing.

Other materials have demonstrated performance that exceeds that of the VHB in

certain categories. For example, silicone based materials have shown properties

appropriate for high frequency applications. Loudspeakers operating at frequencies up to

20 kHz have been developed using silicone films [23]. The speed of response of VHB

based actuators is limited by its viscoelastic properties.
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The development and identification of a material with optimum properties is a

difficult problem. First, there are no explicit definitions of a polymer's mechanical and

dielectric properties based on its molecular structure. Second, there are fundamental

trade-offs preventing optimization of all material properties. For example, the bulk

resistivity of a polymer decreases exponentially with increasing values of permittivity

[44]. Ideal dielectric films will have very high resistances and dielectric strengths, but

these values are likely to decrease with increasing dielectric constant. This characteristic

will fundamentally oppose optimization of all material properties.

The key dielectric properties for several candidate DE materials have been

measured[21]. A map of the dielectric properties of these materials is shown in Figure 5.

Dielectric Property Map - Elastomers
300-

250 *VHB

S200 Nusil Silicone

U 150 Polyurethane

Sylgard Silicone
Z 100
i HSIll * Fluorosilicone

Polybutadiene
50 Isoprene Fluoroelastomer.

0
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Dielectric Constant

Figure 5: Dielectric properties of candidate DE materials (values obtained from [21]).

The best materials from a dielectric point of view are those with high dielectric constants

and strengths. Since the maximum pressure that can be generated is proportional to the

square of the dielectric strength, then this value is of particular importance.

Based on the properties described above, equation (1) can be used to estimate the

potential that each material has for implementation as a DE actuator. Assuming the

material has constant dielectric properties, the maximum Maxwell pressure can be

calculated for each material, as shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that the dielectric
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properties of a material can vary significantly with environmental and loading conditions
[45], so the numbers presented here are only estimates.

Figure 6: Maximum pressure for potential dielectric materials.

Another important property that can be evaluated is the polymer's capacity for
deformation. High pressures are not interesting if the material is very rigid. The ability of
a material to deform is proportional to the maximum pressure that can be generated
through it and inversely proportional to its stiffness. Despite the non-linearity of
elastomers, the modulus for each of these materials has been approximated [21]. Using
these values and the maximum pressures calculated above, estimates for the strain
capacity of the each material was calculated. The results are shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Maximum potential strain for candidate elastomers
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These values are considered a strain capacity rather than actual achievable strain

values. Strains cannot reach values such as 800% (as shown in the graph) because of non-

linearities in the stiffness and breakdown modes that are not captured with these simple

calculations. However, this value is an important metric for combining several key

parameters of a polymer into one important indicator of its potential as a DE actuator.

Consequently, this figure illustrates why VHB is the primary material used for DE

actuation throughout both the scientific community and in this study.

VHB also has significant drawbacks, such as high visco-eleastic losses and stress

relaxation properties that are difficult to quantify. If the most important performance

characteristic was high speed or efficiency, then other materials might be used. However,

for the concepts and devices developed in this research, high displacement actuators were

desired, so VHB was the main material used.

2.4 Film Failure

The limits to actuator performance are determined by failures. In general, the

failure of DE actuators is attributed to dielectric failure (when the electric field defined by

the potential difference of the electrodes and the thickness of the film becomes too large).

However, there are several factors that affect how and when this limit will be reached.

This section discusses several issues that should be considered when analyzing film

failure.

2.4.1 Failure modes

The performance of DE actuators cannot simply be

mechanical strength of a polymer and its dielectric properties.

ways and due to different factors. These modes can be

categories [48], as shown in Figure 8.
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Mechanical failure simply refers to material failure that occurs when the ultimate

strength of the material is exceeded.

Dielectric failure occurs when the electric field in a material becomes greater than

its dielectric strength and the insulative property of the material suddenly breaks down

[44]. The phenomenon manifests itself as a spark through the material. After dielectric

failure, there is a permanent "defect" in the material and it can no longer be used as an

actuator.

Pull-in failure occurs for conditions the electrostatic pressure is always greater than

the compressive elastic stresses in the elastomer. When the elastomer is subjected to an

electrostatic pressure, it decreases in thickness. As it decreases in thickness, the electric

field increases if the voltage difference is kept constant. As a result, the electrostatic

pressure actually increases as the material is compressed. If the material is not stiff

enough to equalize this pressure, then there is unrestricted compression of the material

which leads to either a dielectric or a mechanical failure. This phenomenon, also referred

to as electromechanical failure, was identified as a means of dielectric failure in insulators

in 1950 [46]. A one dimensional model of a linear material subjected to a pressure field

defined by equation (1) shows that regardless of the material stiffness, failure occurs at an

engineering strain of 33% in thickness [11]. However, these predictions do not match

experimental data, which indicate that thickness strains up to 70% are possible [47,48].

This discrepancy suggests that pull-in is a much more complex failure mechanism than

originally predicted. The pull-in limit is affected by non-linear elastic behavior, significant

viscoelasticity, large material deformations, and a varying dielectric strength [49].

2.4.2 Dielectric Strength Measurements

Dielectric breakdown is a complex phenomenon that can be caused by many

different means. Currently, there is no analytical method for determining the dielectric

strength of a material from its structural composition or other electric properties [44].

Not only are theoretical predictions of dielectric strength difficult to formulate,

experimental measurements of dielectric strength rarely yield the same results as those in

practical situations [44,45,46]. Environmental issues such as humidity and temperature
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are just a few examples of factors that can alter dielectric strength [44,45]. Also, small

variations in film and electrode shape have a significant effect on dielectric strength.

Another major factor affecting dielectric strength measurements, particularly for

this application, is the influence of material deformation. Experiments show that

dielectric strength of the material actually increases with strain from about 40 MV/m

(unstrained) 240 MV/m (area expansion over 6x) [10,47,48]. The exact cause of this

phenomenon is not fully characterized, but it is hypothesized that as polymer chains align

in the direction perpendicular to the electric field, the electron mobility is decreased [10].

In this study, several simple experiments are done for characterizing the dielectric

strength of the material under various situations. For these tests, the maximum voltage is

measured by slowly increasing the voltage until failure. The failure level is highly

dependent on the rate of voltage application, so any variations in the speed could cause

errors in measurements [49]. In practical situations, the voltage might be applied at faster

or slower rates, or even in discrete steps. Therefore, the results obtained form these

experiments have a certain amount of scatter, and do not represent exact values. The

measurements for a single experiment, therefore, do not necessarily measure the

fundamental dielectric strength of the material (in reality, there is no such distinct value),

or even the strength for any single application. Instead, these types of experiments isolate

and identify how various factors, such as imperfections in the material, affect the

reliability of the film.

2.4.3 Film Quality

Experimental observations of early actuator prototypes revealed an inherent

inconsistency in the performance of the material. An analytical and experimental

investigation was done to understand the mechanisms leading to breakdown and to

determine the cause of any inconsistency in the breakdown point.

Premature failure points to inconsistent materials or manufacturing methods of the

actuators. Early observations revealed that around 30% of the actuators produced resulted

in failure at voltages significantly lower than the expected maximum voltage. It was
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conjectured that there might be impurities in the film which could cause such failures.

Such an imperfection could clearly have several effects:

* A defect, such as a void or inclusion, would create a local decrease in thickness of
the dielectric, leading to higher electric fields (defined as the voltage difference
divided by the separation) or higher mechanical stresses.

* The impurity could be a conductive particle that would provide a conductive path
through the material.

The dielectric failures described above would be classified as surface discharges, or

extrinsic failure. In this case, the high electric field suddenly causes bound electrons to be

freed and they cascade through the material [45]. Even if the failure is localized, the film

can no longer support a potential difference between the electrodes (short circuit). Simple

analysis can also show that internal defects, specifically internal bubbles filled with gas,

will lead to another means of failure, which begins as discharging within the material. A

dielectric film with a void in it can be modeled as a simple arrangement of capacitors in

series and parallel, as shown in Figure 9 [45]. The void is assumed to be disk shaped for

this example, though the results are typical for any shaped void. The capacitance of the

void is expressed as C, the capacitance of the dielectric between the void and the other

electrode is Cd, and the capacitance of the rest of the dielectric (not directly above or

below the void) is Cb.

dielectric 
Vb C Cb

void CV

(a) Sectional view of (b) Circuit schematic of
dielectric dielectric with void

Figure 9: Simple model of a void within a dielectric [45].

When the dielectric is subjected to an electric field, the bubble will reduce in size due to

the low compressibility of air (7.65x10-6 Pa-1), but it cannot be completely eliminated.

Using circuit analysis of capacitors in series and parallel, and the schematic in Figure 9(b),

the electric field within the void is given by [45]:
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E, = b* Ed(2
V D d(2D 6-, +6 -F

D

Where D is the thickness of the film, d is thickness of the void, F, is the permittivity of the

void, and 6a is the permittivity of the dielectric. If the thickness of the void is much

smaller than the thickness of the film, as is likely to be the case if the gaseous void is

compressed by the electrostatic pressure, then the expression reduces to:

E=EdEb (3)

Where Eb is the nominal electric field through the dielectric. Given the dielectric constant

of the material as about 4.5 [10] and approximating the dielectric constant of the gas

within the void as approximately 1, the electric field can be approximated to be about 4.5

times that of the field within the dielectric. Furthermore, the dielectric strength of air is

significantly less than that of the acrylic (3 MV/in vs 200 MV/m). Therefore, there will

be localized ionization within the void. This will manifest itself as arcing as electrons

ionize across the surface of the void. As the electrons arc across the void, the internal

surface of the film within the void will begin to pit and the gas will heat up. As the

pressure increases and the walls break down, localized failures and resulting cracks can

propagate, leading to bulk failure within the material.

The presence of such imperfections in the VHB material has not been

characterized previously. In order to characterize these imperfections, the material was

pre-strained to its working conditions and then examined for such impurities. Visual

inspection with the naked eye alone reveals many potential defects. These features are not

visually apparent before pre-strain, but as the film is stretched, they "appear." One such

feature is shown, magnified 100x, in Figure 10(a). Figure 10(b) shows a view magnified

400x. The exact nature of the imperfection is not obvious, but in the magnified view a

small bubble is obvious. It is suspected that the non-distinct, darkened regions are small

pitted regions. The occurrence of these is totally random. For several samples, they
2appear on average at a frequency of about 1/20 cm.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: A single imperfection in a piece of VHB film, magnified at 100 and 400x.

The nature of these imperfections is not completely known. Typically, when a

dielectric is manufactured, extreme care is taken to prevent the formation of voids. For

example, a rigorous vacuum treatment is used to remove gaseous pockets from within the

polymer in its liquid state. However, since VHB is actually manufactured for commercial

use as a double-sided adhesive tape, the presence of gaseous pockets or foreign particles

does not have a significant effect on its performance, and it is not necessary to eliminate

them. A description of the exact process used to develop this material is protected

information, and therefore the precise nature and cause of the foreign particles in not

known.

In order to experimentally determine what effects, if any, these have on the

strength of the film, the dielectric strength of a region containing such an imperfection

was compared to that of an area not containing such an imperfection. This was done by

applying a very small amount of compliant electrodes onto the film and then ramping up

the voltage on these electrodes until failure. An illustration of the experiment is shown in

Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Breakdown testing for two different cases, both over and isolated from visually
detected imperfections.

A sample of the raw data is shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that there is a

significant decrease in average dielectric strength when large visual imperfections are

observed. The scatter in the data is most likely due to the fact that each imperfection is

unique, so it will have different stress (electric or mechanical) enhancing effects on the

materials
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Figure 12: Failure voltage from electrodes both adjacent to and far from visual imperfections.

There is clearly a negative effect due to the visual imperfections. Though a few

samples breakdown at the expected level (approximately 4.6 kV), most of them fail at

significantly lower values. The average breakdown value for the two sets is 3.91 kV and
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4.58 kV, a difference of about 17%. Also, the standard deviation for the "over

imperfection" case is 0.75 kV, and only 0.10 kV for the "clean" case. This indicates that

nature or size of the imperfections is irregular and their effects are inconsistent.

Other samples were then examined for the presence of smaller, or microscopic,

imperfections or voids. A magnification of 400X was used to scan the film for such

imperfections. Several candidate imperfections were found, such as the one shown in

Figure 13. Identification of such imperfections is very difficult. These were determined

to be inclusions within the material because they could only be brought into focus in

planes between the surfaces of the film and because each occurrence appears to have a

vertical aspect ratio, the same direction of the pre-strain. If there is a small inclusion or

cluster of inclusions, pre-stretching the film primarily in one direction would cause an

elongation of the cluster in that direction.

Figure 13: Microscopic inclusions or void.

The process of determining the potential effects of these clusters was investigated in the

same way as the larger imperfections. The raw data from these experiments is shown in

Figure 14.
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Figure 14: Failurevoltage from electrodes both adjacent to and far from microscopic
imperfections.

The majority of the points for both testing conditions have very similar breakdown values.

However, one point (1 out of 25) lies significantly below the trend and indicates a pre-

mature failure. There are two possibilities to explain the single point that lies well outside

the trend:

- It had nothing to do with the imperfection (possibly due to undetected human
error during testing), and can be discarded.

- It was caused by the imperfection, and this imperfection had a much more
significant effect on the dielectric strength than the other microscopic
imperfections.

With the data available, it is impossible to determine the cause, and with the number of

points available, the "outlier" cannot be discarded. To determine its effect, a statistical

analysis of the data sets, considering both possibilities, is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: Statistical analysis offailure data (breakdown voltage)

Average (kV) Standard Deviation

Visual imperfections Directly over 3.91 0.75
(macroscopic) Isolated from 4.58 0.096

Microscopic Directly over 4.48 0.395
imperections Isolated from 4.61 0.124
Microscopic Directly over 4.55 0.151

imperfections (bad
point discarded) Isolated from 4.61 0.124

By dropping the point, the difference between the averages is negligible (1%). Even with

the point, the difference is only 3%.

If the imperfection that was detected did cause the failure, this data indicates that it

was a different type of imperfection (for example, it may have been a conducing particle)

than the other microscopic imperfections, which in general do not cause pre-mature

failure. Most detectable imperfections are "harmless" (over 95% of those found). For

future tests, more powerful examination tools should be used so that the specific nature of

each imperfection can be determined. General guidelines for avoiding only hazardous

imperfections, such as the one found in this experiment, cannot be put into effect if these

cannot be separated from harmless defects. It may also be possible, once the nature of this

single point is characterized, to use detection methods other than visual inspection. For

example, if only metallic microscopic imperfections are hazardous, then these could

simply be found and eliminated using a metal detector. For future investigation of

microscopic imperfections, it is necessary that more dependable and efficient detection

methods be developed so that larger and more reliable data sets can be achieved.

Though this experiment does not reveal any significant negative effects for most

microscopic inclusions or voids, such effects cannot be ruled out. In section 2.4.4, an

investigation of stress concentrations at the edges of electrodes will show that failures are

most likely to occur at electrode edges, and therefore the effects of most microscopic

imperfections might be negligible in comparison (while large defects definitely cause pre-

mature failures) to the breakdown mechanism at the edge of the electrode. However, it

stands to reason that if stress concentrations at the edge of the electrodes were to be

eliminated by future design or fabrication methods, then small film defects might become
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a more significant factor. Furthermore, the mechanism of failure by internal discharging

is a time dependent effect [45]. The pitting and heating within these voids might not

cause failure within the time domain of these tests, but for large actuation times or cycles,

the material strength at these locations will decrease, so that in time failure might occur.

The presence of gaseous voids within the film can also lead to non-negligible

current flow through the material. In the ideal case, with a perfect dielectric between the

electrodes, there would be zero current flow. However, no polymer is a perfect dielectric,

and there is charge leakage through the film. A constant (though low) supply current is

necessary to maintain a constant voltage across the film. In the normal case, with high

quality film (two films laminated together with no visual air bubbles) approximately 200

microns thick and with an area of 10 cm 2 , and a potential difference of approximately 3

kV, the current through the actuator is on the order of 1 pA. Another film with the same

area and thickness was also laminated. However, during the assembly process, several air

bubbles were purposely trapped between the two films. These bubbles covered about

10% of the actuator area. In this case, the current was on the order of 100 pA,

approximately 100x greater than for the standard case. Premature failure was not induced

because the electric field was maintained at a voltage significantly less than the

breakdown value.

The effect of increased current leakage is significant from an efficiency point of

view. The power dissipated by an element is equal to the product of the potential

difference across and the current through the element. An increase of the current by a

factor of k will effectively decrease the efficiency by a factor of k.

The major conclusion that can be obtained from these simple experiments is a

qualitative design rule. The film should not contain any visible voids or defects that can

be detected by the naked eye, as they significantly decrease the strength of the material.

While most microscopic imperfections appear to have no effect on material strength, some

may have detrimental effects. If the process for detecting and identifying these is very

difficult and time consuming relative to the effort required to build the actuator (as is the

case for current methods), and very few microscopic imperfections are likely to cause
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premature failure (less than 5%), then it would be more efficient to fabricate the entire

actuator and then test it, and then discard the entire actuator if it fails at that time.

2.4.4 Electric Field Concentrations

Experimental data also revealed that dielectric failure consistently occurs at the

edges of electrodes. Initially, these types of failures were observed at the edges of the

electrode where it meets a supporting frame. Preliminary hypotheses identified the cause

of these failures as either mechanical stress concentrations or electric field concentrations.

Mechanical stress concentrations could be due to the change in boundary conditions

where the film is constrained to frame.

Experiments were performed to determine if film was more likely to fail because it

was adjacent to a constrained edge. First, electrodes were applied to the center of the film,

away from external frames, and the potential difference between the electrodes was

increased until failure. Visual inspection showed that failures still occurred on the

perimeter of the electrode. A second experiment showed that maximum voltage levels do

not change based on the proximity to constrained edges, as illustrated by the data in

Figure 15. Breakdown voltages were measured for electrodes placed both next to and

away from rigid frames. The difference in the averages for the two data sets was about

2%, showing no clear difference between maximum sustainable voltage between the two

cases.
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Figure 15: Experiment showing no correlation of breakdown strength to adjacency to frame.
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The results of these experiments indicate that there is a tendency to fail at the edge

of electrode, regardless of whether or not the film is in contact with an external structure.

It was hypothesized that this is caused by an electrical phenomenon, leading to either a

lower overall dielectric strength for the system or regions of increased mechanical stress.

2.4.4.1 Analytical Development

In order to verify this, the electric field inside the dielectric must be calculated. It

is generally assumed that the electric field throughout the dielectric, between the

electrodes, is given by [50]:

E = (4)
t

This is the exact value for two parallel infinite plates with a potential difference of V and

uniform charge densities. However, for a conductor with finite dimensions (i.e. the

electrode of a DE actuator), the charge density will not necessarily be constant across the

entire surface, and for most geometries, it cannot be constant or else certain regions of the

electrode would be at a higher potential (which is impossible for a conductor in a static

condition). Equation (4) does not describe what is happening near the edge of the

electrode for finite cases. A simple method for obtaining the electric field near the edges

is to approximate it using an iterative calculation known as the method of relaxation [50],

to solve the governing equations with the appropriate boundary conditions. The system is

modeled as two parallel plates, offset by a dielectric of thickness t, in a 3-dimensional

space, illustrated in Figure 16. The space is discretized into a high resolution grid. All

points falling within the electrode's space are assigned a potential of either Vmax or Vmin.

Points located on the boundary of the space, or the edge of the grid, are assumed

grounded. The boundaries of the space are placed far enough away from the electrodes to

not influence the edge effects that are being investigated.
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Figure 16: Schematic of 3-dimensional electrostatic model.

In order to simplify calculations, the depth (y-direction) of the three dimensional space

can be considered infinite, since we are initially only interested in electrical effects at the

edge of the electrodes (therefore effects at the corners of an electrode are not yet

considered). If the depth is considered infinite, then the cross section of the space does

not change. A representative view of the cross-sectional grid at any location is

represented by Figure 17.

z

x

Figure 17: Two-dimensional space: all points located on a boundary or electrode are held at
assigned potential values, and all points throughout the rest of the space are iteratively solved for.

All of the darkened points are assigned constant potential values that will not

change. The points on the edges are considered grounded, one electrode is grounded, and

the other electrode is assigned a constant, non-zero value. The boundaries are set far away

from the electrodes so as to not affect the potential fields around the electrodes. All other

points are initially set to a potential of zero but are not held to this value during the

iterative solution process.
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The potential field can be solved analytically using the appropriate boundary

conditions and Laplace's equation [50], which is given by:

V2V = -- (5)

Where V is the electrical potential distribution and p is the spatial charge density.

However, solutions to this equation in 2- and 3-dimensions are very difficult to obtain

except for special situations that exploit symmetry in the system. The general solution to

this equation, however, yields an important property common to any function that satisfies

Laplace's equation:

V(P) 2 Vda (6)
4frR 2 phere

Which states that the potential at a point P is the average value of the potential over the

surface of a sphere centered at point P [50].

Using this property, each point in a 3-dimensional grid should have a potential that

is approximately equal to the average of the 6 points adjacent (and equidistant) to it.

Beginning with the defined boundary conditions, each value in the grid is iteratively

updated by averaging the values of the potential of the points closest to it. This is

illustrated in Figure 18.

1,k+1

1-1,k A i,k 1+1.k

z i,k-1

x

Figure 18: The charge at a single point (darkly shaded) can be computed by averaging the
potentials at the points adjacent to it (lightly shaded). Two additional points are located in the

adjacent planes (at position (i,k) offset in the y-direction, in planes j+J and j-1).
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Following each iteration, the boundary conditions (grounded boundaries and

constant voltages on the electrodes), are reset. The iterations continue until they make

insignificant changes to the potential field. The electric field and charge densities can

easily be calculated using the gradient of the resulting potential.

The computations were performed in MATLAB. A two-dimensional matrix was

created and the initial conditions set as described previously. This is iteration 1. For each

subsequent iteration, a discrete representation of the integral in equation (6) is used to

reassign each value in the matrix:

V,k = Viflk +Vilk +lik+1 +Ykl ±2 *Yk (7)6

Where i and k denote spatial positions. The first four terms in the numerator refer to the

potential at the adjacent points in the 2-dimensional grid. The last term refers to the value

of the original point, which also represents the potential at the adjacent points in the

neighboring planes (offset in the y-direction). This is valid since the case is considered

infinite in one direction. This process continues for each iteration until the values reach a

steady state. The resolution of the grid must be uniform to allow the property of equations

(6) and (7) to be used and quite small in order to reach solutions that represent the true

solution.

Obviously, computing the averages one point at a time with nested loops would be

inefficient. Therefore, matrix multiplication was used to update the entire grid with a

single expression. If V is an MxN matrix of potentials, then the updated matrix _Vj, is

given by:

1
V1= ((U +D)*Vn +n*( + R) +2*V) (8)6

Where U and D are square matrices of dimension N that shift the values in the matrix V

up or down by 1 row, and are given by:

0 0 .- 0 1 0 ---

1 0 0 0 0 1 0

U= 0 1 0 0 D= 0 0 1 0 (9)
0 1 0 0 0 0 1

.-- 0 1 0 --- 0 0
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L and R are matrices of dimension M that shift the values in the matrix _Vn to the left or

right by one column. These matrices look the exact same as U and D, but are of a

different dimension. This method can be implemented for a three dimensional matrix by

slicing a three dimensional grid into two dimensional slices and doing the equivalent

matrix multiplications in three dimensions.

The electric field is a vector function, having a component in each axis. It can be

calculated as the gradient of the potential field, using:

E = -VV (10)

After the potential function grid is generated, the electric field in each direction can be

found by calculating the approximate gradient through the discrete grid. Mathematically,

this is also done with matrix multiplications. For example, the electric field in the z-

direction is given by:

1
Ez =-(U -D)*V (11)

2

2.4.4.2 Results

For a typical case, in which the planar dimension (x) is significantly larger than the

thickness dimension (z), a view of the potential field, as you move from the bottom of the

space, through the center of the electrodes, to the top of the space, is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Potential field: the peak represents the positively charges electrode, the negatil
charged electrode is held at ground, equal to the boundary potential.
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The peak of the plot is the potential that the high voltage electrode is set at. From this

value, the voltage drops off to zero at the grounded electrode and boundaries. The linearly

decreasing potential field indicates a constant electric field (electric field is the gradient of

potential). Since this plot is only looking through the center of the electrodes and not at

what is happening near the edge, then this is the type of profile you would expect for the

infinite, ideal case. An isometric view of a 3-dimensional plot, so that the potential over

the entire x-z plane (not just at x=200, as in Figure 19), is shown in Figure 20. This view

helps show what is happening near the edges of the electrodes.
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Figure 20: Potential field over the x-z plane. One edge of each electrode is highlighted.

Inside the highlighted areas, each of which indicates an electrode edge, of Figure

20, there are very steep changes in the potential field. The electric field resulting from

this potential is calculated using equation (11). A plot of the electric field at several

depths within the dielectric, as a function of x, is shown in Figure 21. The endpoints of

the electrode are at 150 and 250. At zero depth, or just inside the electrode surface, there

are concentrations in the electric field the electrode edge. As the distance into the

deielectric increases, the spikes diminish. At about 30% of the depth, they are no longer

present. In the center of this range, the electric field at any depth equals its nominal value,

that given by equation (4). Outside of the electrode range, the electric fields drops steeply

to zero.
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Figure 21: Plot of electric field at several depths within the dielectric, as afunction of the lateral
position, electrode edges are located at x=150 and x=250.

The spikes at the edge of the electrodes are significant. This concentration factor

is highly dependent on the resolution of the grid. As the number of points is increased and

the test grid approaches a continuous distribution, the height of the spikes become greater,

approaching infinity. Theoretical solutions to Laplace's equation for axis-symmetric

cases, which are highly dependent on symmetry and simple geometries, also show such

infinite fields [51].

The most intuitive way to describe the occurrence of these field concentrations is

by considering the charge density on the electrode. For the entire electrode to be held at a

constant potential, the charge density will concentrate at the edge of the electrode. This is
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known from the fact that the potential at a point can be calculated using superposition

[52]:

v = (12)
4)reo i=1;

The potential at any point on the electrode is affected by all of the charged particles on

that electrode. If the charge was distributed uniformly across the electrode, then points

toward the edge of the electrodes would have lower potentials because they are further

away from the rest of the charges. Points in the center of the electrode would have very

high potentials because they are near (relatively) all of the charges. Therefore, for the

entire electrode to be held at a constant potential, the charge will concentrate at the edge

of the electrode. The electric field immediately outside of a conductive plane is normal to

the surface of the conductor and proportional to the charge density on the surface, and is

given by [52]:

E =(13)
2eo

The analysis described above was performed to calculate the potential over through a 3-

dimensional space, and from that matrix the electric fields and charge densities can be

obtained using equations (5) and (10). Similar matrix operations as those described to

calculate the electric field were used to calculate the charge distribution. As shown in

Figure 22(a), charge will tend to concentrate at the edges of the electrodes, particularly in

the corners. Likewise, the electric field for the plane just inside of the electrode is shown

in Figure 22(b). The shape of the field looks identical to the charge distribution. This is

expected, since the electric field outside a conductor's surface will be proportional to the

charge density (equation (13)).
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Figure 22: Charge distribution and electric field at the surface of a rectangular electrode: high
density is apparent at edges and corners.

In addition to the edge effects for regular electrodes, the model can also be used to

identify the effects of "irregularities" in the electrode. For example, while applying an

electrode to the film, the border may not be smooth, as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23: Example of an irregularity on the edge of an electrode.

The electric field over this electrode can be computed, and the results are shown in Figure

24. As predicted, the electric field is significantly higher at the edges and corners, but

there is now also a spike over the area where there was irregularity in the electrode,

similar to those seen at the corners. Calculating the exact influence of such irregularities

in the electrode is difficult since it is highly dependent on the shape of the "irregularity,"

but the relative importance of achieving uniform edge conditions for the electrodes is

demonstrated by the model.
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Figure 24: Electric field over a square electrode with an irregularity at its edge.

In order to observe the significance, if any, of these theoretical concentrations, an

experiment was done to verify presence of increased electric field at the edge of the

electrodes. The dielectric film was stretched over a large aluminum plate. The plate was

grounded, forming the lower electrode. On the other side, an electrode with either sharp

or rounded edges, also made of aluminum, was attached to the film. The smooth, rounded

edge will theoretically reduce field concentrations due to sharp edges or irregulairties. The

voltage between the opposite electrodes was slowly ramped up until failure. The test

setup is shown in Figure 25.

Rounded Sharp
electrode electrode

-- Dielectric
film

Grounded

Figure 25: Experimental setup for determining quantitative value of edge effect.

Since the electrodes are rigid and form a strong bond (VHB material sticks very

well to metals), and their lateral dimensions are much greater than the thickness of the

film, it can assumed that the film beneath the electrodes is constrained, and there is no
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deformation. The results are shown in Figure 26. Despite the scatter in the data, which is

likely due to variations in the speed of voltage increase, there was noticeable difference

between the two cases. The average breakdown voltage for the situation with rounded

electrodes is about 9% higher than that for sharp electrodes. Obviously, these numbers

are much lower than the magnitudes predicted by the numerical model.

8 Breakdown voltage

6 -
5

4 sharp
7- 3 -
> 2 - round

1 -

0T
0 5 10 15 20 25 30

test #

Figure 26: Comparison of breakdown strength for both sharp and round electrode cases.

2.4.4.3 Discussion

It is important to recognize the significance of the 9% increase in dielectric

strength. If an actuator fails at 9% higher voltages when edge effects are reduced, then

according to equation (1), the maximum pressure that could be generated without edge

effects would be 1.092=1.18 times the regular pressure. An 18% higher pressure could

create significant increases in the actuator's performance. While this experiment does not

exactly represent an actuator system since the electrodes are of different dimensions and

materials, it does experimentally verify the presence of edge effects.

If a material has a finite dielectric strength, then the presence of infinite electric

fields, which can theoretically be generated from even small voltages, would cause failure.

Obviously, materials do not experience total failure at very small voltages, and for the

experiment described above there was only a 9% difference in sustainable voltage

between the case with and "without" edge effects. The explanation can be seen by

inspecting the plot of the electric field between the electrodes, as previously shown in

Figure 21. The very large electric fields are only present in limited region very close to

the edge of the electrode, and they do not extend all the way through the material.
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Therefore, dielectric failure will initially occur only in these small regions, not all the

across from electrode to electrode, as illustrated in Figure 8. This is illustrated in Figure

27. The occurrence of this dielectric failure may not initially cause failure, since the

material can still sustain a potential difference between the two electrodes, but as this

voltage application is increased, the dielectric failure will cause a slow deterioration of the

material, causing cracks to propagate and eventually leading to eventual bulk failure by

electric or mechanical means.

Positive electrode

Negative electrode

Figure 27: Dielectric failure limited to small regions.

Aside from the decrease in dielectric strength of the system, the increased electric

field would also cause increased electrostatic pressures (equation (1)) in the regions near

the edges, so that mechanical stress concentrations will also reduce the strength of the

elastomer.

Though not previously reported in the DE actuator literature, the electrical edge

effect has been seen experimentally in the field of dielectric and polymer science. During

standard dielectric strength testing, polymers are often shaped in a "Rogowski" profile, as

shown in Figure 28[49]. Theoretically, such geometries can eliminate electric field

concentrations. This is analogous to creating rounded edges on an electrode, as described

in the previous experiment.

Specially

Electrode shaped film

Figure 28: Film with special geometry for eliminating concentrations in the electric field.
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If the dielectric films assembled into actuators can be shaped as shown in Figure 28,

possibly by some type of casting or deposition process, it may be possible to eliminate or

reduce edge effects. The analytical model described previously can be modified for

varying geometries in order to approximate the electric field concentrations for a given

geometry.

The exact correlation between electrical field concentrations and unexpected edge

failure has not been completely characterized. However, an important mode of failure has

been identified. Finding ways to eliminate or reduce this, possibly by shaping the edge of

the film according to the "Rogowski" profile during fabrication, will improve the baseline

performance of the actuator.

2.4.5 Electrical Fatigue

The previous sections describe several phenomena for initialting failure. Several

of these failure modes are the result of concentrations in the electric field inside the

dielectric. Initially, these concentrations might not yield failure because they remain

below the ultimate limits of the system. However, continuous or repeated actuation can

eventually lead to failure. This is analogous to mechanical fatigue and progressive

fracture in mechanical systems. In these cases, small fractures begin with microscopic

cracks at locations subjected to high localized mechanical stresses [53]. The presence of

small areas subjected to high electric fields would lead to an analogous phenomenon

referred to electrical fatigue. Analysis has shown that such location of high electric fields

occur:

- Near film imperfections
" Inside gaseous voids
- At edges of electrodes
- At sharp corners or irregularities on the edge of an electrode

The presence of these do not necessarily cause immediate failures. The simple

experiments presented in this section do identify immediate effects of these, as shown by

pre-mature failures near edges and over film imperfections. However, these tests were

performed for a single actuation times, and the most significant effect of these field

concentrations may be for time dependent effects. For example, most of the experimental

points over microscopic film imperfections did not reveal an inherently lower dielectric
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strength, but extended voltage application may have led to time noticeable time dependent

deterioration, thus yielding different results.

Current leakage, which was also briefly described, can also cause electrical

fatigue. This occurs due to electrochemical deterioration, and is dependent on the current

density and chemical reactivity of the dielectric [46].

Further experiments are required to identify such failure modes and the conditions

in which they occur. The prediction of rate of erosion chemical deterioration due to

ionization is purely empirical, and depends on such parameters as molecular structure,

environmental conditions, applied fields, and concentration factors [46,54]. Such

calculations are outside the scope of this investigation, however, it is of great value at this

point to simply identify these types of failures and recognize what can be done to prevent

them. The ideal film would have zero defects. Electrodes should be applied as uniformly

as possible, and without sharp corners, to eliminate irregularities in the electric field.

Design and fabrication methods could be developed for locally increasing the thickness of

the film near the electrodes to reduce the electric fields in those locations.
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3 Linear Actuator Design

There are several physical components and parameters that must be determined for

developing a linear actuator suitable for integration into any type of device. In this

chapter, the major issues will be addressed from both an analytical and experimental point

of view. Specifically, the process for designing and fabricating a planar actuator capable

of large linear strains is outlined. Planar actuators have proven most effective for

obtaining very large displacements, and the ability to increase available forces can be

accomplished by efficiently stacking the actuators. Development of the key component

for obtaining large strains, referred to here as the "negator," is also described.

3.1 Film Design for Actuators

One of the most significant design parameters affecting the strain capability of a

dielectric film is the amount of pre-strain applied to it before assembly. Pre-strain refers

to the step in which the polymer film is stretched prior to installation into the actuator

structure. Some amount of pre-strain is necessary so that the film is always in tension,

otherwise it will buckle upon actuation. The influence of the pre-strain on actuator strain

results from both a change in dielectric strength and material stiffness. It has been

recognized experimentally that highly asymmetric pre-strain provides for best linear

expansion [9,55]. As the film is stretched extensively in one direction (referred to as the

passive direction), the polymer chains extend to their maximum length, causing a

phenomenon called strain hardening in which the film becomes relatively stiffer in that

direction [44]. Therefore, the film will expand more in the perpendicular axis (active

direction) upon actuation. This effect is used to "channel" the output of the actuator in the

desired direction.

Although higher pre-strain will increase the dielectric strength of the material,

excessive pre-strain may inhibit actuation strain capabilities due to excessive strain

hardening. Recent research has shown that there exists an optimal amount of pre-strain

for obtaining maximum strains [48]. Though the linear expansion in each direction is
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highly dependent on the relative pre-strain between the two directions, the amount that the

materials area will expand, referred to as the actuation area expansion ratio, depends

primarily on the combined pre-strain from both axes (pre-strain area expansion ratio)

[48]. The relevant results from this study are shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Maximum area expansion upon actuation as a function of pre-strain expansion [48].

In order to obtain the highest actuation area expansion rations for this material, the pre-

strain area expansion ratio should be approximately between 7 and 11 [48]. Most of this

area expansion should be due to pre-strain in the passive direction. Based on these

experimental observations, pre-strains of 400% (in the passive direction) and 100% (in the

active direction) are chosen as the assembly pre-strain values, for a total area expansion of

(4.0+1)x(1.0+1)=10. Experimentally, these values have proven an effective combination

in fabricating relatively reliable and high performance linear actuators.

In each of linear actuators fabricated, the film is first laminated (three layers of

VHB 4905) to increase both reliability and actuation force. It is found that laminated

films are more robust and can withstand higher tensile stresses during assembly. The

thicker films can generate higher forces because they support higher tensile loads.
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There is a limit to the amount of films that can be stacked. The necessary voltages

(over 10 kV) become difficult to manage. Undesired arcing within the power circuitry

and between the electrodes occurs. Also, as the film thickness increases, so does the

tensile force. If the tensile force exceeds the adhesion force attracting the film to the

frame, the film will slip. Film slippage is a difficult problem to characterize, but it has

been shown to cause failure in actuators, particularly in regions close to frame pivot

points.

3.2 Frame Design

3.2.1 Geometry Selection

Planar DE actuators are composed of the dielectric film and a supporting structure

that constrains the film. The shape of the frame should be chosen such that the

performance of the film is optimized.

The simplest planar DE is a parallel beam actuator, as shown in Figure 30.

Fixed
beam

Dielectric
film

Film coated
with electrodes

'ji.. '~''~ ~Output
x beams

y
Figure 30: Parallel beam actuator, where x is the direction of maximum pre-strain and y is the

output direction.

As discussed earlier, the actuation expansion of the film is greatest in the axis with

the least pre-strain. In order for the actuator in Figure 30 to achieve large expansion in the

output direction, the greatest pre-strain should be in the x-direction. However, achieving

such a configuration is difficult because the stress in the film causes the unconstrained

regions to bow in, as shown in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Bowed in effect due to high pre-strain [55]. Film is thicker in region A than in B.

Since the film is bowed in, the entire film does not have the same thickness. It is

thicker in the center, region A of Figure 31, where the unconstrained film has a smaller

width, and thinner at the edges, region B, where the constrained film has a larger width.

Therefore, the electric field and mechanical stresses, which depend on thickness, are not

uniform. When constructing a DE actuator in this configuration, care must be taken to

maintain a minimal border of uncoated film at the unconstrained edges to avoid arcing

around the edges. This embodiment has no torsional stiffness and can only work in

tension unless a separate structure is added to maintain tension the film's y-axis.

In order to add stability to the actuator, reduce the possibility of arcing around the

edges, and eliminate the bowing effect, the frame can be constructed to completely

constrain all borders of the film. One approach for accomplishing this is to add diagonal

beams connecting the parallel beams, as shown in Figure 32. This design was used for

BRAID III [55]. The frame was cut from a solid sheet of DelrinTM, a commonly used

acetal.

fixed beam

Active direction
dir ction

Output beam

Figure 32: Monolithic frame with complete border [55].

This frame represents just one possible design. In order to determine the optimal

design, the geometry shown in Figure 33 is considered. The frame can have values
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ranging from b=O (diamond shaped) to b-+coo. When an electric field is applied to the

film, its area will change, and the resulting deformation of the frame can be calculated as a

function of the area change. The relevant external forces and applied voltages to achieve

the area change are ignored. It is assumed that DE technology is scale invariant, so the

solution to this problem is independent of actual dimensions.

X
Y

b -

Figure 33: General dimensions for hexagonalframe.

The maximum reported area expansion, upon actuation, of this material has been

reported as about 3.3 [47,48]. However, such results appear to be isolated best

performances, and a maximum expansion of about 2.75 is a more conservative and

practically achievable value [48]. If this area expansion is imposed on the frame shown in

Figure 33, then the resulting displacement in the Y-direction can be calculated. Two

significant values can be obtained from this. One is the strain in the active direction,

which is defined by:

Y - Y 4Y
YO -YO (14)

Where Yo is defined as the intial vertical dimension of actuator film. The other interesting

result is the deflection in the active direction relative to the passive dimension, or initial

width, of the actuator. This value is given by:

05Y
ssie = (15)

To maximize the effectiveness of an actuator, it is desired that its dimensions (in both the

active and passive directions), are minimized relative to the actuator deflection. Both of

these values are plotted in Figure 34.
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Figure 34: Maximum achievable strain values as a function offrame geometry.

The first plot indicates that frames with minimal values of b convert area expansion into

linear deflection more effectively. The trend is valid for any area expansion: the required

strain is maximized if b is minimized. The second plot shows that the deflection of the

actuator, relative to its overall width, decreases significantly as b is increased.

The previous calculations indicate that frames with small values of b have many

significant advantages. The diamond shaped frame also offers the very important property

of having constant strain values both in the active, y, and passive, x, directions. When the

film is under a uniform pre-strain in both the x and y directions (not necessarily equal),

then all regions of film will undergo the exact same expansion in both axes if the frame

deforms, so that the film has a uniform thickness over its entire area.

For non-zero values of b, the horizontal expansion (or contraction) is constrained

to zero along the horizontal beam, but in the central region of the actuator, the film is free

to deform. Therefore, the strain (and thickness) in the film is not uniform. Variations in

thickness will cause variation in both the mechanical stresses and electrical fields

throughout the film, so that failure will be significantly more likely in some regions.

Furthermore, development of analytical models for describing the behavior of DE
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actuators can be simplified by the uniform strain assumptions of diamond shaped

actuators.

Based on these geometric considerations, diamond shaped frames (which

minimize b), are the best candidate for linear actuators with large displacements.

3.2.2 Structural Design

In order to fabricate a frame for a DE actuator, several factors must be considered.

Experiments were done to iteratively determine what frame material and design was most

appropriate. The final design of the frame is shown in Figure 35. Prototype devices were

manufactured by cutting 1/8" thick extruded nylon 6/6 sheets using an OMAXTM water jet

machine. This machine is capable of 0.005" precision with a cutting diameter of

approximately 0.030" [56]. The factors leading to this design are further described.

Ad film

Figure 35: Current frame design.

The use of monolithic frames, rather than assembling a frame out of rigid links and

hinges, reduces the complexity of the frame. Also, hinges can lead to high stress regions

because of discontinuities in film strain at the joints. The choice of nylon was governed

by two major issues. First, the dielectric film must be attached to the frame. For the case

of VHB acrylic, this issue is simplified by the natural adhesion of the material to extruded

nylon.

The second reason for choosing nylon is that the hinges of the frame can be

effectively designed out of nylon. Several approaches can be used when designing the

flexures in the frame. One approach investigated as part of this research, though not

chosen for the final frame design, is to incorporate the required pre-load element (for

maintaining tension in the film) directly into the stiffness of hinges. The stiffness of the
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frame can then be modified by altering the dimensions of the flexures or the frame

material. The simple equations for beam bending can be used for obtaining the desired

stiffness. The maximum angle of deflection in a beam is:

PL2

O - (16)2EI

Where P is the force applied, L is the length of the beam, E is the modulus of the material,

and I is the inertia of the beam. The inertia of the beam is given by:

I bh (17)
12

Where h is the height of the beam and b is the width (in the axis of rotation) of the beam.

Therefore, the stiffness of the flexure is proportional to the thickness 3 and inversely

proportional to the length 2 of the beam. An example of a design in which substantial

stiffness is incorporated into the frame hinges is shown in Figure 36.

flexures --

Figure 36: Diamond shaped frame using inherent stifffness offlexures for restoring force.

Experimental analyses show that the stiffness of this type of frame changes

significantly with time because of the high stresses in the hinges. The graph in Figure 37

shows the blocked force of this frame as a function of time. The frame was compressed to

a fixed dimension and the resulting force was measured as a function of time. After more

than three days the force available from the frame had decreased over 67% and was still

dropping. Such time dependent variation would make both design and performance

impossible to characterize consistently.
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Figure 37: Decreasing blocked force due to stress relaxation.

It is difficult to design hinges for this application because of the large deformations

and large stresses required to achieve the desired stiffness, so instead the design goal is to

design a frame with minimal stiffness and minimal time dependence, and then to add the

tensioning elements externally rather than incorporating them directly into the frame

hinges. The hinges were therefore designed as "living hinges," which can theoretically be

flexed a large number of times without failing. The objective of living hinge design is,

like flexure design, to design the geometry of the hinge such that the material does not

reach the yield point [57]. This problem is not as difficult because these hinges are not

required to exert forces on the links, as the frame hinges shown in Figure 36 were.

Therefore, they can be designed very thin, allowing large deflections without generating

high stresses that would cause yielding. In general, materials with high yield strengths

and low modulii, such as polyethylene and polypropylene, are optimal for this [57].

However, DEA film does not stick well to either of these materials. Fortunately, nylon

6/6 is also a reasonable candidate (yield strength=69 MPa, modulus=3.1 GPa), and VHB

has been shown experimentally to adhere well to nylon. The resulting hinges, shown in

Figure 35, are very small (so they replicate a pin joint well) and do not fail or exert large

forces when subjected to large deformations.

Designing a hinge that does not yield is not the only challenge. The "soft" hinges

designed here have a smaller thickness and therefore provide only a small surface area for
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the material to adhere to. The final design, shown in Figure 35, was designed so that the

adhesion surface around the hinge was maximized in order to prevent slip.

The individual actuators can easily be stacked for increasing the stiffness and

output force of the system. However, there are a few issues that should be addressed. For

example, the thickness of the frame is about 40 times that of the film, this means there is

unnecessary mass and volume added to the film. It would be desirable to reduce the

thickness of the frame to the same magnitude as the thickness of the film. The current

problem with this is that the decreased thickness of the frame make it susceptible to

buckling at the hinges under the high tension in the film. Large scale production of

optimized frames will enable assembling several thinner film frame modules together and

then stabilizing them with an external structure that provides stability, thus enabling

modular and stable assemblies capable of large forces and deformations.

3.3 Restoring force design

3.3.1 Device Selection - "Negator"

The restoring force is the component that maintains tension in the film. The

potential configurations were briefly discussed in chapter 2. The design goal is to

incorporate the restoring force component into the actuator in a manner that will allow

maximum expansion and energy output upon actuation. The ability to specify the shape

of the stiffness curve for the restoring force stiffness allows the force and displacement

output of the actuator to change.

The desired shape for the restoring force is governed by the stiffness of the film in

both its actuated and un-actuated states. For future development of DE actuators,

determination of these stiffness profiles can be completely analytic. Currently, detailed

dynamic models are being developed to fully characterize the material. However, at this

point, such models are still in the primitive stage and the behavior of the film cannot be

perfectly captured by analytic models.

To determine the actual stiffness profiles of the film, the frame/film assemblies are

tested using a custom built testing rig. This system is capable of programmable force and

displacement control. The assemblies are placed on the rig and their tensile stiffness are
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measured as a function of displacement at a constant strain rate between fixed

displacement positions. The film/frame assembly behaves like a tension spring: it tries to

close as it is pulled it open. An example of filtered data from a single stiffness profile is

shown in Figure 38. Due to the high viscoelastic forces, the hysteresis loop is significant.

For integration into the design model, these curves were simply averaged. This is

acceptable since only low actuation speeds are necessary so viscous forces are neglected

in this design method.

Hysteresis Loop for film/frame assembly
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Figure 38: Experimental stiffness profile offrame and film assembly.

The test is repeated for several actuation voltages. As the voltage is increased, the

entire curve shifts downwards as the planar stiffness in the film decreases. The average

stiffness profiles are shown in Figure 39. The two primary curves of interest are the 0 kV

(OFF) and 8 kV (ON). 8 kV is chosen as a conservative maximum voltage, though it is

not uncommon to operate actuators at higher voltages if lager forces are required. Most

failures occur at around 10 kV, though some actuators have been observed to survive

voltages of 12-13 kV.
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Figure 39:Experimental stiffness profiles for film/frame assembly at various voltages.

These curves represent the stiffness of the frame, film, and electrodes collectively

(if only the stiffness of the film is desired, the stiffness profile of the frame can be

subtracted out). In order to create an actuator capable of applying compressive forces, a

preload element, equivalent to a compression spring, must be added to maintain tension,

as described in the lumped sum model of Figure 4. Intuitive methods of maintaining

tension would be to add a compressive force in parallel with the system or a tension spring

in series. Alternatively, leaf springs could be attached about the hinges. The simplest and

most common method is to fabricate the frame such that the hinges have an inherent

stiffness, as in Figure 36. When the frame is in a contracted position, it tends to expand.

In each of these configurations, however, the pre-load component would have a

decreasing force profile. In other words, as the frame opens, the forces pushing it open

would decrease (see the decreasing pre-load curve in Figure 40(a)). Elements that can

provide constant force, such as a constant force spring or gravity, can allow an actuator to

generate more displacement because its tendency to expand does not decrease throughout

the stroke, as illustrated in Figure 40(b).
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Figure 40: Stiffness profiles for two common types of pre-load elements.

In order to maximize expansion, and thus maximize the energy that can be drawn

from the system, the compressive force should increase as the system expands. This is

generally referred to as a negative spring constant. Adding elements with negative spring

constant, such as an over the center mechanism, has been shown to increase the potential

displacement of an actuator [58,55]. The behavior of a restoring force with a negative

spring constant is illustrated in Figure 41. The "opening" force (pushing to right) is

indicated as the difference between the negative spring constant curve and the film ON

curve and the "closing" force (pulling to left) is indicated by the difference between the

negative spring constant line and the film OFF curve. The displacement that can be

achieved could theoretically be infinite if there is no intersection between the curves.

However, this is obviously limited by both mechanical and dielectric material strength.
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Figure 41: Stiffness profiles for pre-load element with negative spring constant. Since the slope
has changed, there are no intersections between the curves and expansion is "unlimited".

One example of an element with negative spring constant is shown in Figure 42.

This device is a type of snap-through mechanism developed to function in parallel with a

planar actuator [55]. The device adds an external negative spring constant to enhance the

strain capability of the actuator. It is relatively easy to fabricate with a water jet machine

and attaches well within the system. Despite its proven effectiveness, this device has

drawbacks. For example, it has a weight and size comparable to that of the actuator itself,

thus it approximately doubles the weight and volume of the system. Also, the range of

motion of this system is limited, and to increase it will cause the system to become

significantly larger.

versized insert

Flexure arms
Flexure hinges

Base

Two stable equilibrium points

Figure 42: Previous version of device with negative spring constant [55].

Ideally, the restoring force will provide repeatable performance while adding

negligible mass and volume to the system. In addition, the mechanics of the system
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should be easy to analyze so that it can be tuned or modified as desired. One method that

has successfully met these requirements is referred to as the "negator" method. The

negator provides a compressive, increasing force over a large range of motion. A

schematic of the negator is shown in Figure 43.

F=Reaction force
A Tension spring

Diamond L
Frame

Figure 43: Schematic of negating element using elastic elements.

As the frame opens (0 Y increases), the reaction force, F, on the frame, due to

tensile forces in an elastic spring, increases through a certain range. Highly elastic

elastomer bands are capable of achieving large forces with minimal hysteresis. They are

nominally linear, or they can be approximated with low order polynomials. The fixture

points for attaching the elements are easy to incorporate into the current frame design, and

multiple fixture locations can be incorporated to allow for flexibility and experimental

adjustment of the system. The system is therefore easy to model, and its stiffness profile

can be adjusted to fit a desired profile. Furthermore, the mass of the elastomer band is

significantly less than that of the frame/film assembly and it adds virtually no excess

volume to the system.

The reaction force of the system can be determined by doing a static force analysis

of the system (using the schematic in Figure 43), and is given by:

Y
- - Asin6+Bcos9

Force = F (Y)* 2 Lcos6 (18)

6=sin-' - (19)
2L
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Where F, is the tension in the spring and the geometric parameters A,B,L, and Y are

illustrated in Figure 43. The tension in the elastomer band can be calculated with the

following set of equations:

Fs(y)= k*(1 - o) (20)

l=2*((L - A)cos6+Bsin0) (21)

The length of the elastomer band, 1, is a function of the displacement y (and therefore 6).

The spring constant, k, is a function of the dimensions of the elastomer band and its

material stiffness. If the elastomer band displays a non-linear profile, which is not

unusual for large strains, then k can be expressed as a strain-dependent function and can

be approximated by a polynomial function.

The equation for the output force of the negator was evaluated and compared to an

experimental case, as shown in Figure 44. Aside from the discrepancies at the beginning

and end of the range, which is likely due to the linear approximation for the elastomer

band that was used for this case, there is excellent agreement between the two curves.
comparison of model to experimental

200 -

150 -

Negative
slope

2100-

( 50 - - -- - -

Modeled
- Experimental

0

-50 . . _ __ .... ..... _ .. __ __ 4_ _

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
actuator dimension Y (mm)

Figure 44: Model of negating element compared to experimental data.

The force profile from the negator is precisely what is desired in the restoring

force. For a certain range, it has a force profile very similar to the "negative spring" line
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in Figure 41. The increasing force will compensate for, or "negate," the increasing

tension in the film as the actuator expands, allowing for high displacements.

3.3.2 Defining Negator Parameters

Though the negator can provide the desired force profile, there is potentially an

infinite number of combinations of elastomer bands and fixturing locations that can be

applied to an actuator frame. Determining which combination will work best for a

particular actuator design is not a trivial task.

The required force profile of the restoring component is determined based on the

stiffness of the frame/film assembly. For example, if you want equal forces pushing right

(upon actuation, or opening) as pulling left (turning off, or closing), then the force profile

of the negating system should be the average of the OFF and ON (maximum voltage)

stiffness curves, as roughly illustrated in Figure 41.

The desired profile becomes the "target" profile, and it can be expressed simply as

a mathematical function in terms of the stiffness curves of the film. The only remaining

task is to choose the parameters of the negator such that its output is equal to (or

approximately equal to) to the target function.

Matching the output of the negator system to a target function is not trivial because

of the number of parameters and non-linearity of the function. Also, if the force in the

elastomer band or elastomer bands is approximated by a set of polynomials instead of a

linear relationship, then substitution into the "negator" function is difficult. In order to

achieve the desired restoring force, an algorithm was developed to automatically

determine the necessary parameters of the system, such as the elastomer band properties

(initial length, modulus, thickness) and fixturing locations (A and B as shown in Figure

44).

The method is based on a simple genetic algorithm scheme. A thorough

description of genetic algorithm methods is found in [59], and it is briefly summarized

here. The known parameters, such as the size of the frame (L), are substituted into the

physical expression for the negator force (equation (18)). The algorithm then substitutes a

set of random values into the remaining unknown quantities (such as the unknown

geometry, A and B, which define the fixturing location of the elastomer band). This set of
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parameters make up a "parent set". Each set of parameters is coded into binary format, so

that a single parent is represented by a string of ones and zeros. For example, if the design

parameters are A, B, an N (number of elastomer bands), then the binary coding would look

as shown in Table 3:

Table 3: Decoding of binary string into parameters values

1 111101 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 00 0 0 1 0

Integer = 47 Integer = 57 Integer = 4

A = 9.77 B = 2.96 N=4

Each sub-string is decoded into an integer with a range of [0 ,2 "-1], where n is the number

of bits used for coding that specific parameter. This integer is then multiplied by the

appropriate scaling factor to obtain the parameters value. The value for A was constrained

to be between 0 and the length, L (L=53 for this example), of a frame link, B was

constrained to be between 0 and 114, and N was the actual integer obtained form the

string.

After decoding the string into the set of physical parameters, a hypothetical force-

displacement curve is generated by substituting these parameters into equations (18)

through (21) and evaluating it over the range of range of displacement of interest. This

curve is then compared to the desired curve. The relative fitness of the potential solution

is evaluated by calculating the least square difference between it and the "target" function

over a given range. The "difference" and "fitness" values are given by:

Mx 2

Error = I (1F,,,(y) - Ftae, (y) (22)
y=min

Fitness = (23)
Error

An example solution curve, generated from the parameters in Table 3, along with an

example of a target function, is shown in Figure 45. The range over which we are

interested, as well as the relative error between the curves at a series of points within this

range, is indicated.
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Figure 45: Example of a desired curve compared to randomly generated modeled curve. The
arrows represent the relative error at a series of points.

Initially, a population of parent strings is chosen at random. After the fitness of

each of these parents is determined, a population of children sets is chosen from parents

sets. The children are chosen based on the relative fitness of the parents. Stronger parents

will likely be carried over to the children population. After the children population is

chosen, several children are chosen at random to be mated with other children so that

stronger traits can be matched with other stringer traits, potentially causing better

solutions to arise. During this process, called "cross-over", each string is broken into two

pieces and then combined with a piece from another set. Also, certain parameters are

randomly perturbed in a process called "mutation". These processes emulate actual

evolutionary development in that the strongest solution are carried through and allowed to

mate with other stronger solutions, i.e. "survival of the fittest." Obviously, through

mutation and crossover, weaker children may be created, but it is likely that they will not

be carried over to the next generation. Stronger children, on the other hand, will be

formed also and these are more likely to be carried over. The percentage of children that
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are allowed to mate with others (as opposed to simply being copied) and the percentage of

values that can be randomly mutated determines how fast or how well the solution will

approach the desired solution.

Such algorithms are relatively easy to develop and can converge quickly in real

time depending on the problem at hand. In this situation, fast convergence is not

necessary since it is being used as a design tool, but it proves very useful for matching a

given function to a desired curve that has no analytic basis (such as experimental data).

To use this algorithm for actuator design, a target function is defined in terms of

the ON and OFF curves. For this example, it is desired that most of the available force be

used for the opening stroke. Specifically, 75% of the force will be directed in this

direction, and only 25% will be directed in the closing direction. This would represent a

physical situation where the actuator has to do significant work in its opening state, such

as lifting a weight, but only exert enough force in its closing state to maintain a closed

position. The distribution of forces was illustrated in Figure 41. The equation for the

negator force would be described by:

1 3
Fe (Y) =- Ffilm,ON (Y) + Film OFF(24)

This force curve, Fnegator, is shown along with the two film curves in Figure 46.

Desired Negator Stiffness based on Film Stiffness

50 0 - - - -.....

400- -
E

--- sired Curve
0 --- ---- - -- - --- Film OFFN-

-10 0-- -- - -- - -- - - -

12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32
Film Dimension Y (mm)

Figure 46: Experimental ON and OFF curves and their weighted average, representing the target
profile for the negator.
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To keep this example simple, it is assumed that only one type of elastomer band is

available, with a given initial length and stiffness. The problem is therefore to determine

how many of these elastomer bands should be attached to the frame, and where they

should be attached, in order to obtain the correct negating force, or Fnegator. The input

parameters to the algorithm also include the range over which the least squares error

should be minimized. For this design example, the actuator is designed to have an initial

film dimension of 15 mm (OFF) and a final dimension of 30 mm (ON) (total deflection of

15 mm).

Figure 47 shows the ON and OFF curves, the target curve, and the predicted curve

based on the output of the algorithm. The displacement range of interest is indicated by

the vertical lines. The match is excellent over the region of interest.

Projected Curve compared to Desired Curve

450---

400 -

300-

E
t 250- - ----

I 200 -

100ur Desired Curve
- Calculated Curve

14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
Film Dimension Y (mm)

Figure 47: Target and derived curves.

Table 4 shows the parameters generated by the algorithm. If the algorithm had

allowed for elastomer bands of different lengths, or more than one fixturing point, the

solution set becomes larger and the solution can be formed to match the target even closer.
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Table 4: Parameters generated by algorithm for designing negator element.

a (mm) b (mm) Number of elastic elements

7.2 3.1 6

The resulting frame design is shown in Figure 48. The position in the hole of the

frame, used for fixturing the elastic element to structure, is defined by the parameters A

and B. In practice, other fixturing holes may be added to the frame to allow for manually

tuning the performance of the actuator after assembly. This is often necessary if the

stiffness profile of the film changes over time or if a modified output force is desired after

initial fabrication.

Figure 48: Frame design with fixturing holes incorporated into it.

3.4 Linear Actuator Performance

The performance of the actuator is shown in Figure 49. The actuator has an initial

dimension of Y=15 mm and a final dimension of Y=30 mm, as designed using the

algorithm above. The resulting material strain is therefore 100%. By modifying the

negator, the actuator can be tuned to open for even larger displacements. Actuators strains

of over 200% are not unreasonable.

(a) OFF (b) ON
Figure 49: Actuator in ON and OFF state, the film has expanded from Y=15 mm to Y=30 mm.
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The force-displacement of a linear actuator over 15 mm is in Figure 50. The

curves shown here are curve fits of the average data points. With the addition of the

negator element, the actuator can now exert negative, or compressive, forces. The upper

curve is the OFF curve, when the actuator is in this state the net force within the system is

positive (in tension) and the actuator will tend to close. The lower curve is the ON curve.

In this state, the net forces within the system are negative and the actuator will try to open.

This actuator, like the example of the preceding section, is designed to exert large forces

in the opening direction and only small forces in the closing direction. The compressive

force is approximately -150 grams(force) and the tensile force is approximately 50

grams(force), so the design goals are approximately met. This selection of forces would

be ideal for a system where work is only done in one direction, such as flipping a switch

in one direction. By changing the fixturing position and number of elastic bands, the force

profile curves could have been shifted so the opening and closing forces are equal. This

would be useful for an application where a payload has to be pushed or pulled with equal

force.
Opening and Closing forces of resulting actuator

100C

0 --- OFF-Closing force
- ON-Opening force

E
'2 -50

-100-

-150 -

-200 0 15
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Figure 50: Force, current, and voltage profiles for actuator.

The force lines have a slight upward slope. Therefore, the negation force of the

elastomer bands did not perfectly negate the stiffness of the film. In practice, this is

difficult to do if there is stress relaxation in any of the major elements of the actuator
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(film, elastomer bands, frame hinges), but the concept is still well illustrated. A major

focus of future developments of DE actuators should focus on identifying or developing

materials that exhibit less creep and viscoelastic effects.

Some key characteristics of the actuator are listed in Table 5. The maximum force

that it can generate, at 8 kV, is approximately 2 N. For this actuator, the available force is

distributed such that it has more force on the opening stroke than on closing.

Table 5: Actuator performance characteristics

Maximum Force -2 N
Film Strain 100%
Film Mass 0.4 g

Frame Mass 8.4 g
Negator Mass 0.8 g

Lead/electrode weight 1.0 g
Total Mass 10.6

Force:weight (total actuator) -19
Force:weight (film only) -500

Energy/cycle -0.3 J

The mass of the actuator is broken down in terms of its components. 80% of its

mass is due to the actuator frame. If this percentage can be decreased, perhaps by

reducing the thickness of the frame, then the performance of the actuator will increase

significantly, potentially approaching the force to weight ratio for the film only, which

represents the ideal case. Actuators with very thin frames can be stacked in parallel to add

stability and increase the output force potential.
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4 MRI Applications

This chapter presents development of devices for operation within MRI systems.

In chapter one, the motivation for such devices was outlined in detail. The compatibility

and design guidelines were also briefly introduced.

This study is intended to show that devices constructed using binary polymer

based actuators are able to function effectively within the MRI and do not degrade its

imaging performance. DE actuators eliminate the need for conventional electromagnetic

actuators and their associated electronics. The binary nature of the actuators eliminates

the need for feedback sensors for motion control. Their construction is fundamentally

inexpensive and simple. They can be constructed essentially from plastic, making their

cost low enough to be disposable

The DE actuators developed in this study are fundamentally MRI compatible. The

major components are polymers (nylon and acrylic). The electrodes are carbon based.

The only metallic components are the brass screws used as the terminals for the electrical

connections and the copper wires leading to the terminals. Both of these metals are MRI

compatible, and these components need not necessarily be any certain material.

4.1 Reconfigurable Surface Coil

In order to prove compatibility and feasibility of the concept of DE actuated

devices for MRI treatment, a reconfigurable imaging coil was designed. This is a

relatively simple illustration, but it is a potentially useful device that effectively

demonstrates the underlying concept. In MRI, individual coils are placed directly on the

patient to enhance the image quality and resolution in a local region of interest. The MRI

coil is a tuned resonating circuit that behaves like a radio frequency antenna to pick up the

weak magnetic field emitted from Hydrogen atoms. The magnetic field induces a current

in the coil. A simple illustration of the principle is shown in Figure 51(a). The physics

behind the formation of the weak magnetic is related to the intense magnetic fields, and a

complete explanation can be found in [1,2]. A series of such signals are collected and
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used to reconstruct the MR image. The conductive path of the coil is typically copper

tubing, tape, wire, or an etched trace. A commercially available RF coil is shown in

Figure 51(b).

Magnetic
lux

Induced
Current

(a) (b)
Figure 51: Basic operating principle of an RF coil and a commercially available surface

coil (GE® Medical Systems).

A trade-off in image quality exists between depth of penetration of a surface

imaging coil and peak signal to noise ratio (SNR) as a function of coil dimensions. To

optimize image quality at a given distance from the coil, the appropriate coil dimensions

should be selected. Smaller coils offer higher SNR for regions of interest close to the

skin, essentially because the pick up less noise from other regions; where as larger coils

are better suited for imaging of deeper regions of interest [60,61]. Changing the geometry

of the coil changes the Field of View (FOV), which is the region that can be imaged with

a given coil shape and location.

To improve image quality with a conventional surface coil, the coil may be moved

or replaced with a coil of different dimensions, which requires that the patient be removed

from the bore of the MRI scanner [62]. This is time consuming, costly, and leads to

patient discomfort. Development of methods for electronically altering the FOV have

shown success with phased array coil technology have shown success [61,63,64]. This

process requires complex electronic design and signal processing. The simple alternative

presented here is to mechanically change the shape of the coil by remote control.
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4.1.1 Coil Design

Two coil design concepts were considered in this study. The first design, referred

to as the Single Actuator Integrated Coil, provides a simple method for resizing an

imaging coil with a minimum of moving parts. This method uses fundamental DE

concepts to provide simple shape changes, as shown in Figure 52. A second design,

called the Multi-Actuator Modular Coil, was also developed, which yielded more

interesting results. This design employs linear DE actuators to actuate a movable frame.

The first concept involves printing a conducting trace onto a polymer film and then

radially deforming the film (Figure 52). The conducting trace, which is comprised of

silver grease, forms a ring that acts as an imaging coil. Carbon grease electrodes are

patterned in the interior of the circular trace. Referring to Figure 52, when a voltage is

applied to the carbon grease (black area), it expands, and the diameter of the Radio

Frequency (RF) signal carrying coil (grey area) also changes. Note that the DE electrode

is separated from the RF signal trace. The diametric change causes the field of view

(FOV) of the surface coil to change.

Film

Active
Region

RF
Si gna l
Carrie r

Expanded
Region

To
Receiver
Figure 52: Single actuator, concentric coil design concept.

In the second design, an external DE actuator is used to manipulate a rectangular

frame made of telescoping copper tubes (Figure 53). The copper frame forms a loop for

carrying the RF signal. The construction of the frame can be designed such that several

actuators can be used to modify its shape. Each linear actuator can translate, causing the

frame to change size.
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Figure 53: Multiple linear actuator design concept.

While the first design only allows for resizing of the circle about its central axis,

this design allows for the coil's size, shape, and position to be changed. All four actuators

can act independently. Each has two states, ON or OFF (corresponding to contracted or

expanded), yielding 2 , or 16, possible configurations for the coil, as shown in Figure 54.

Figure 54: Possible configurations the multiple actuator concept.

For the Multi-Actuator Modular Coil Design, the FOV can be coarsely selected to

provide the best imaging capability based on the depth and location of the target. In the

normal configuration, when all actuators are off, the coil is at its largest and the potential

imaging volume is at its maximum. If focusing on a smaller region within this volume is

desired, then the appropriate configuration can be selected.

4.1.2 Results

For all MRI experiments, images were acquired of a homogeneous doped water

phantom using a gradient echo imaging sequence on a 1.5T CV/i scanner (General
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Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). The custom-made power supply for the DE

actuators was placed inside the MRI room.

4.1.2.1 Compatibility

The key to this application is proof of compatibility, and this was the first

experiment required. Imaging was first performed with a commercially available 3"

diameter surface coil (General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). The test was

then repeated with a functional DE actuator place directly beside the imaging coil. The

results show an image of a region of the phantom. Since the phantom is made of a

homogenous material, the signal intensity should be uniform across the entire image. The

signal drops off in intensity because signals deep within the phantom are too weak to

produce large magnetic fluxes through the loop from that large a distance. Figure 55(a)

shows the results for the commercial coil alone, and Figure 55(b) shows the results for the

coil with an actuated DE actuator directly beside. With the DE under actuation, there was

absolutely no alteration to the image results.

(a) (b)
Figure 55: Imaging results for conventional imaging coil alone and imaging coil with actuated

DE actuator directly beside it.

These results lay the groundwork for this chapter. A device that does not degrade

the MR image even when placed directly beside an imaging coil has passed the strictest of

requirements. Any further development of devices employing DE actuators should also

have no compatibility issues.
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4.1.2.2 The Single Actuator Integrated Coil Design

Given the compatibility, the capabilities of the first design were evaluated

experimentally from two points of view: the abilty to resize a coil and the available image

quality. The image quality was evaluated using an imaging coil fabricated from DE

materials. The silver grease was patterned onto the polymer film in a ring, simulating the

design concept, but without resizing capability. The grease was used as the RF conductor

as opposed to copper for conventional coils. The appropriate tuning circuit was attached,

and images were acquired. These images were compared to those from a two turn copper

wire coil of similar dimensions (see Figure 56 (c) and (d)).

(a) Conventional Copper Coil (b) DE coil consisting of silver grease
patterned onto a deformable ol mer film

(c) Imaging results with (d) Imaging results with DE coil
conventional coil

Figure 56: Conventional copper coil and a DE based coil of similar dimensions with their
acquired images.

The comparably lower SNR, which can be seen in the DE coil image (shown by

the darker image) is due to the high resistance in the silver grease. The grease deposition

was thickened to decrease the resistance around the loop. However, the best quality

factor, which is the ratio of inductive energy to dissipated energy, was on the order of 20,
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as compared to 250 for the copper coil. It is suspected that the contact resistance between

the silver particles, which are immersed in silicone oil, is the source of overall resistance.

Another empirically evaluated aspect of the initial design concept is its ability to

change size. It is necessary to radically resize the imaging coil in order to significantly

alter the FOV. The initial goal was to change the diameter of the imaging coil by a factor

of 2. This requires an area expansion of 4x for a circle. However, the peak expansion for

the dielectric film that can currently be achieved is approximately 2.6 times the initial area

[48]. This area expansion corresponds to a maximum diameter expansion of about 1.61.

Due to these limitations in conductivity and resizability, tests for this design were

not performed in which the geometry was changed. The compatibility and proof of

principle tests are enough to show the fundamental feasibility of the design. Due to the

limited image quality and resizability, the visible change in imaging capability would be

negligible.

4.1.2.3 Multi-Actuator Modular Coil Design Concept

To test the Multi-Actuator Modular Coil, a one-dimensional version was

constructed, as shown in Figure 57. The resizable frame was constructed out of

telescoping copper tubes (1/8" and 5/32" outer diameter) with soldered corner joints. A

linear DE actuator was attached to one side. The experimental prototype is shown in Fig.

12. The actuator used here is capable of 1.25" of displacement (approximately 200% of

the active area). Two actuators were cascaded together in the final design to increase the

size change.
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Figure 57: Resizable copper frame with the DE in both the OFF and ON position.

Next, the DE coil shown in Figure 57 was used to acquire an image in the actuator

OFF (Figure 58(a)) and ON (Figure 58(b)) states. The coil was manually retuned between

acquisitions to compensate for the shift in resonant frequency. Image quality was

comparable to that achieved with commercial coils (Figure 58(c)). Analysis of the signal

distribution for both the ON and OFF configurations confirms the expected difference in

imaging capability, and the images of Figure 58 illustrate these results. Depth of

penetration was, as expected, greater with the coil in the larger configuration (Figure

58(a)). This is indicated by a greater SNR deeper in the sample (bright portion covers

larger area). Conversely, peak SNR was greater with the smaller diameter coil (Figure

58(b)). This region is smaller but the signal is more intense (brighter) than for the larger

diameter coil. The intensity for this region is about 20% greater than for the highest

intensity from the copper coil.
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(a) Large configuration (b) Small configuration (c) GE coil
Figure 58. Imaging results for multiple actuator design. Peak intensity for small configuration is

about 20% higher than that for large configuration.

4.1.3 Discussion

The results of this experiment clearly demonstrate the compatibility of DE

actuators and MRI technology. DE actuators can not only function directly within

imaging zones, but they can also be used to enhance the imaging capabilities. These

actuators have the potential to provide robust and simple methods for adaptable imaging

without complex electronic hardware.

The initial concept provides an elegant method for manipulating imaging

capabilities. The limitations are due of properties of the materials available for these

experiments. The development of materials with more suitable properties (lower stiffness,

higher dielectric strength, higher dielectric constant) could lead to greater strain

capabilities.

The second design also shows room for improvement and for future

implementation. For example, only a one-dimensional version of the design was used for

experimentation in this study. The two dimensional case, with multiple configurations,

would provide a much more illustrative example of the concept.

Since the DE actuators used here have only two states, the resonant frequency

shifts are predictable. The retuning of the coil can easily be automated. Varactor diodes in

the tuning circuit can be biased to change capacitance to the appropriate level [65,66]. The

same switching circuit to activate the DE actuators can be used to bias the diodes.
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Besides demonstrating a specific application for DE actuator technology to MRI

imaging, this study suggests a broader class of DE actuated MRI devices can be

developed. The fundamental demonstration of compatibility lays the groundwork for

future work. The actual demonstration of enhancing imaging capabilities shows that DE

actuation can perform functional tasks within an MRI environment.

4.2 Manipulation Applications

The reconfigurable surface coil was an important device in both proving

compatibility and showing actual improvement in current imaging techniques. Due to the

inherent compatibility of MR technology and DE actuation, DE actuated robots have the

potential of further advancing the state of the art of MR compatible surgical assist robots.

In this section, simple design concepts for devices that could potentially be implemented

to perform useful tasks within an MRI machine are presented.

4.2.1 Linear Positioning

One potential application for manipulation is a treatment known as Focused

Ultrasound Surgery (FUS). FUS is a technique for destroying tumors by focusing

ultrasound waves on it. This treatment method is a highly effective and non-invasive

procedure [39]. A schematic of the technique is shown in Figure 59.

Pelvic Coil

Fibroid Focal Plane

Coup d

Degassed Tansducer
Water Positioning Systoem MR Tabl

Figure 59: Schematic of Focused Ultrasound Surgery [39].

The Ultrasound Transducer is either a rigid dish with a fixed focal point or a

phased array device which can electronically reposition the focal point. In either case, it is

necessary to reposition the transducer itself so that it can effectively focus on a desired
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location. Movement of the transducer into a position where it can effectively focus on a

tumor is coordinated using MRI. After initial treatment, MRI is used to reassess the

position of the target and also the effectiveness of the first treatment. The patient must

remain in the same position while the dish is being moved, so the transducer must be

automatically and precisely moved to the required position.

4.2.1.1 Specifications

Currently, the transducer is actuated by piezo-electric motors through a

transmission of brass lead screws and belt drives. The system, shown in Figure 60, is

complex and expensive. The minimum requirements on the mechanical positioning

system is that it can move the transducer in two axes with a resolution of 5 mm, an

accuracy of 0.5 mm, and a range of 100 mm in each axis.

M, -

Figure 60: Current Focused Ultrasound Surgery system [39].

DE actuators present an alternative actuation method that can fulfill these

requirements. Furthermore, these actuators would present a significantly less expensive

and simpler substitute. With the large actuation displacement of DE actuators, the stage

can be moved in large discrete steps without feedback control, making the system well

suited for the MRI environment.

In order to illustrate that DE actuators could fulfill the actuation requirements of a

practical MRI treatment device, a simple device that could carry out linear positioning in

one axis for the required range and resolution was designed and fabricated. Further

development of a complete prototype, including controlling circuitry and multiple axes, is

beyond the scope of this study.
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4.2.1.2 Design and Prototype

Several design concepts were considered for achieving linear positioning, from

ratcheting mechanisms to digital stacks of binary actuators with geometrically increasing

displacements. Ultimately, an inchworm concept was chosen as a simple and interesting

method of DE powered linear motion. This method is commonly used with piezoelectric

actuators for precise, microscopic positioning [67]. The concept presented here is not

simply a replacement of piezoelectric actuators that requires thousands of steps, it instead

uses the DE actuators for "large strain" displacements which can cover large distances

with only a few cycles. The system is comprised of a guide rail, two "clutch" actuators,

and one "spine" actuator. Locomotion is achieved by a coordinated set of command

signals. The sequence for achieving motion to the right, as well as the basic kinematic

design of the prototype built for this study, is shown in Figure 61. This approach has

several advantages: the number of actuators is relatively small, no engaging motion is

required for the actuator that imparts the force, and the fundamental constraint that

actuators function best when only actuated for short intervals, is fulfilled.
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Figure 61: Inchworm concept, showing motions of clamping assembly used for this device.

An interesting approach would be to include two "spinal" actuators, in series, for

faster positioning. The smaller actuator would have a displacement equal to the minimum

step size as required for the application. The larger actuator would have a displacement

equal to some multiple of the minimum step size, so that for large travel, the larger

actuator could be used to "skip" intermediate steps and to minimize the number of cycles.

For the prototype developed here, shown in Figure 62, a single spinal actuator was

used for simplicity. Whereas traditional inchworm mechanisms require sensor feedback

for accurate positioning, the rail was fitted with a rack that would be engaged by the

clutching actuators to ensure accurate, discrete, stepping. The actuators are those

characterized in chapter 3. The device was designed so that actuators could be

interchanged easily. The prototype is built entirely out of MR compatible materials
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(Nylon, Delrin, Aluminum, and Brass). Using manual control of the mechanical switches

for actuating each actuator, the system was moved at about 1 step per five seconds

(equivalent to one mm/s).

Figure 62: Illustrative prototype of inchworm concept.

Since no external payload was included in testing, the only forces present were the

internal forces of the system. The rotational friction in the pivots of the clamping arms is

negligible. Large forces in the clamping actuators ensure the slider is in the correct

position. For example, if the spinal actuator leaves the slider a small distance (less than 1

mm) off the desired position, the downward force of the clamping actuator (when closing)

can correct this offset. The clamping forces act at the center of mass of the slider, and

frictional forces resulting from induced moments in the structure are minimized.

The overall mass of the sliding assembly is 51 g. The frictional coefficient of

sliding mechanism is about 0.3. The spinal actuator therefore must exert a force of at least

15.3 grams(force) in both its pushing and pulling motions, easily within its performance

potential (as shown in chapter 3). For this mechanism, the actuator should be designed

such that its force output is equal in either opening or closing, since it must both push and

pull the sliders.

This device was hand assembled from primarily two-dimensional parts

manufactured on an OMAXTM water-jet machine. For practical implementation of this

device, multi-layered actuators would be required to achieve forces large enough to move
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significant payloads. Higher precision manufacturing methods would be also be

necessary improve the performance capabilities of this device, but as an illustration, this

device is sufficient to show proof of concept.

4.2.2 Bi-Stable Manipulator Design

It would be useful to perform other manipulation tasks within an MRI machine.

The concept for linear translation presented in the last section is interesting for specific

applications that require large displacement linear positioning, but it would not be

applicable for spatial manipulation within an MRI machine. There are several potential

tasks that a spatial manipulator might perform, such as positioning biopsy needles,

catheters, or laser pointers. The surgical assist robot designed by Chinzei et. al can

perform these functions in conjunction with open MRI systems [6]. A schematic of this

device is shown in Figure 63.

Mechanical Body

.neutral

Rii Alowest position
Rigid Arms
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Figure 63: Surgical assist robotic system [6].

This system, like the focused ultrasound surgery device, allows for successful MRI guided

procedures. However, these systems are also very specialized and complex. It would be

advantageous to develop systems that are completely compatible and that could function

within closed MRI machines as well, since they are more common. DE actuators can

potentially be employed to replace these types of devices.

Binary robotic systems present an approach that might be especially well suited for

manipulation within an MRI environment. Binary Robotics, or Digital Mechatronics, is a
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design and control paradigm that proposes the use of numerous binary actuators

embedded within a mechanical structure [68,69]. The concept of binary robotics was

introduced in the 1960's and 70's [70,69]. In such systems, each actuator has only two

discrete states and therefore does not require feedback control. The use of sensors and

complex control circuitry, which may present compatibility problems within an MRI

machine, is avoided. As the number of actuators increases, the performance of the system

approaches that of a continuous system, and extensive work has been done in improving

and optimizing the control of such binary systems [71,72]. Despite the progress made in

the fundamental analyses of these structures, practical implementation of the concept has

been limited because conventional actuators, such as the DC motors, are too heavy, bulky,

and expensive.

The limitations of conventional actuators led to the development of a BRAID

using dielectric elastomer actuators [19,20]. The BRAID is a serial chain of stages, each

actuated by three independent binary modules, that is capable of large, relatively uniform

workspaces with small amounts of actuators. This work was important for providing the

link between binary robotics and polymer based actuation and for establishing the

foundation of dielectric elastomer actuation on which this thesis is based. Dielectric

elastomer actuators have shown potential as actuators for binary robotic because they

overcome most of the inherent limitations of current actuators like DC motors and

pneumatic cylinders [19,20].

BRAID III, the DE actuated binary manipulator developed at MIT, represented the

first step in realizing DE actuated devices for spatial manipulation [55,19,20]. This device

is shown in Figure 64. Based on the compatibility of DE actuators, spatial manipulation

could be achieved with such a device directly within the MRI machine. The tasks could

range from simple manipulation of imaging coils to more complex positioning of needles.
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Figure 64: BRAID III ( actuated by DE actuators) and a theoretical workspace based on several
stages [55].

Since the development of BRAID III, there has since been significant development

of DE actuators, as described in chapter 3. Using the actuators developed in this study,

the same design concept could potentially be used and an enlarged workspace could be

obtained. A 3-dimensional model of such a concept, in multiple configurations, is shown

in Figure 65.

Figure 65: Theoretical design of BRAID with current actuator performance.

However, there are several features that can potentially be integrated into such a

device to improve its performance. In order to maintain a specific position, constant

power must be supplied to the actuator. Furthermore, the overall stiffness of the system is

only stiff as any single actuator, so the external forces can easily perturb the system.
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Incorporating bi-stable elements into the structure can potentially improve these

characteristics. In such a concept, the actuators can be used to move the system into a

new configuration, and then turned off, leaving the system in a new, stable configuration.

4.2.2.1 Bi-stable Module

For a multi-element device that requires no power to maintain a stable position, the

ideal element would be very stiff in a static position and resistant to external loading, but

can be re-positioned by actuators internal to the system. A bi-stable structure that can

potentially fulfill these requirements is shown in Figure 66. The structure is manufactured

in a horizontal configuration, and then constrained to a structure that holds it in one of two

stable positions.

Figure 66: Bi-stable structure, water jet cut out of 1/8" thick Delrin.

This structure has several interesting characteristics. The compliance of the

structure is distributed throughout the horizontal beams, so that the stress in any region is

not greater than the yield strength of the material. This is an important characteristic for

the structure so that it does not tend to relax in one specific position. The stress

distribution is calculated with a simple FEA model, and is shown in Figure 67. No

specific region has significantly higher stresses than the rest of the structure. Symmetric

bi-stability is preserved.
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Figure 67: FEA model of one horizontal bar of bi-stable structure, showing stress distribution.

The system in moved from one stable position to the other by "snapping" it

through its central location, during which the thin beams buckle. If the force is applied

directly through the center of the structure, it takes a relatively large force to buckle the

beams and push the structure through. Symmetry provides stability to the system.

However, if the force is applied off center, the beams bend and the structure can snap

through with a smaller applied force. The two different loading conditions are shown in

Figure 68.

Off-center Central
line of line of
action action

Figure 68: Alternative loading positions for bi-stable structure.

Experimental tests were done to measure the minimum force necessary to snap the

structure through its central position at a series of locations. An FEA model was set up to
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calculate the buckling force for the same set of positions. The properties of the material

(Delrin) were obtained by calibrating a simple beam bending experiment with a similar

FEA model. A comparison of experimental and analytical results is shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Comparison of analytical and experimental buckling forces for various locations.

Offset distance (mm) d = 0 d = 8.9 d = 17.8 d = 20.3
Experimental (N) 1.666 1.04 0.73 0.66

FEA (N) 1.708 1.169 0.844 0.781
% difference 2.5 12.4 15.6 18.3

The results for the central loading condition have a discrepancy of less than 3%,

whereas the off-center conditions have a discrepancies ranging from 10-20%. Possible

causes of the discrepancy could be inaccurate geometric modeling of the actual structure

or non-linear behavior during loading (the FEA package uses linear analysis). However,

the relative agreement confirms the trend.

Such a structure can effectively be utilized in a system by applying the internal

(actuator) force through an off-center line of action and constructing the system so that

external (loading) forces are applied through the center of the output bar. If external loads

are applied directly through the center of mass of this bar, then they will exert zero torque

on the beam, and it will not rotate. Thus the system can theoretically be stiffer than the

actuators that power it.

In order to reposition the bi-stable structure between its two states, two

antagonistic actuators are required. A simple implementation of such a configuration is

shown in Figure 69. This structure constitutes a bi-stable "module." The module is

capable of switching between two stable states and maintaining either stable state without

constant power input. The actuators are designed such that they exert large forces while

opening, but only minimal forces when closing (since they need not do any work on the

closing stroke). Any point on the outer frame can be attached to a fixed location and the

central bar can be attached to some type of output, so that module can function as an

actuated element within a binary structure.
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(a) (b)
Figure 69: Symmetric bi-stable module, actuated by antagonistic DE actuators. In position (a),

actuate top actuator to push output down to position (b).

4.2.2.2 Binary Stage

Following the simplicity of the structure shown in Figure 69 , a simple multiple

degree of freedom bi-stable stage was set-up, as shown in Figure 70. The stage is

kinematically similar to the single stages of BRAIDS 1,11, and III [73,19,20,74]. Three

binary modules are arranged in a triangular pattern, so that if any single element changes

configuration, the entire structure changes shape but no other binary element is deformed.

Figure 70: Bi-stable, multiple degree offreedom stage.
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Since there are three binary elements, there are 23=8 discrete positions. These

positions are shown in Figure 71. Each of these states can be reached by actuation of a

pre-defined set of actuators and then turning them off.

Figure 71: Potential configurations for bi-stable structure.

The design is very simple and illustrates the principle effectively. The structure is

completely non-metallic and MRI compatible. Such a device could effectively be used for

simple positioning functions, such as needle or laser placement, where static stability is

important to functionality.

The system shown in Figure 70 has not been optimized for size or weight nor is it

intended for any specific applicartion. For actual implementation of such a device into

MRI environments, it would be important to make the structure more compact. An

effective BRAID manipulator would require several stages to achieve range and resolution

useful for accomplishing important tasks. The device presented here would not be

conducive to such designs. However, the concept allows for alternate arrangements. For

example, the actuators and bi-stable element could be layered in more than one plane to

minimize the length of the structure. One such design, in its two configurations, is shown

in Figure 72. The overall length of this device is 59 mm and the stroke of the element is

23 mm. The overall length of the structure in Figure 68 is 106 mm. Therefore, the strain

of the second design is 39% while the strain of the first design is only 22%. Further

design refinements could further reduce the weight and volume of the module, so that a

manipulator structure could be designed to achieve specific performance criteria.
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(a) (b)
Figure 72: Alternative arrangement for actuators and bi-stable element for reduction of volume.

In position (a), actuate bottom actuator to pull output down to position (b), and vise-versa.

There are several issues and performance considerations that must be considered

when obtaining the ideal design, however, the purpose of this study is illustrate that

systems composed of bi-stable structures and powered by DE actuators would be useful

for manipulation within MRI environments. The actual development of such a device for

clinical application can be undertaken when specific design criteria are established and

DE actuators with the appropriate performance are available.
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5 Conclusion

5.1 Summary of Results

This thesis presented the development of dielectric elastomer actuators, with an

emphasis on development of MRI compatible devices and actuators. The work focused

on actual construction of DE actuators for practical use. The actuators were used to

manipulate devices that can potentially be used to enhance MRI treatment. This was

achieved by fully characterizing the behavior of a DE actuator based on its components.

The dielectric film was coupled with a plastic frame that effectively constrained it and

channeled its actuation motion to the active direction. The actuator can be tuned to push

and pull at desired levels.

The fundamental limits and breakdown characteristics of DE technology were

explored, and key design guidelines were developed for optimizing the performance of the

actuators. Several issues, such as the stress concentrations at electrode edges, have been

introduced and open the door for further investigation.

The actuator module was optimized to minimize weight and volume while

maximizing displacement and energy output. The displacement of the final actuators can

easily exceed 100%, reaching values over 200% if desired, far greater than displacements

previously attained for DE in an actuator configuration. The actuator was designed in a

manner that will allow easy stacking with other actuators and integration into external

devices, such as those designed for medical applications in this study.

The design and testing of the imaging coil proved both MRI-DE compatibility and

the potential for enhancing imaging capabilities. The simple devices that were fabricated

illustrate the potential for developing devices that go further and enhance treatment.

5.2 Future Work

A major focus of future work in this field will focus on improvements both

assembly methods. Currently, actuators are being built by hand. Inconsistencies in

performance can be attributed to deviations in assembly methods. Initial experimental
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data indicates that almost 30% of actuators failed immediately (infant mortality). These

actuators failed upon initial actuation at low voltages. This ratio has dropped significantly

without any fundamental changes in design or materials. Known causes are film slippage

(due to "dirty frames") and accidentally punctured film. Improved tools and methods

(possibly automated processes) should drastically improve actuator reliability.

A thorough investigation of the failure types is currently underway. Several

potential, but not fully characterized, failure modes have been introduced in this study.

For example, the electric field concentration will at least have an effect on the dielectric

strength of the actuator near the edge of electrodes. However, it is not yet fully and

quantitatively understood how these increased electric fields may affect mechanical stress

fields. Detailed models coupling the mechanical and electrical effects can be developed

now that the electrical phenomenon has been characterized. Several of the failure modes

presented in this study, especially those that relate to electrical fatigue, are time

dependent. The rate at which these mechanisms cause deterioration in the material is

dependent on several factors, such as environmental and chemical effects, that could not

be fully studies as a part of this research. Thorough experimentation and analysis is

necessary to further quantify these effects. As the distinct failure modes become

understood, then they can be prevented and actuator performance can improve

significantly.

When reliability and consistency are increased, steps can be taken to increase the

performance of the actuators. For example, current limitations in available force are not

fundamental limitations to the technology. It has been established that stacking the

actuators is a simple method for increasing the available force of an actuator with

relatively low cost to actuator weight. The simplest method for stacking films is to build

separate actuator modules and then stack them up, and then pin them together. The

external restoring force (negator) can then be applied to the entire system. Currently,

actuator reliability is not conducive to fabricating stacks of several DE actuators. A single

failure would disable the entire system. Increasing the reliability would make this

fundamentally simple procedure of stacking individual actuators very effective.

Therefore, increasing the reliability of actuator reliability could make a significant effect
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not only in consistency, but also in other important performance characteristics, such as

force

In addition to developing improved assembly techniques, material development

will play a key role. The properties of the ideal film have been described. For example,

to achieve large actuation pressures, an ideal film would have a high dielectric constant

and a high dielectric strength. The development of thin films would reduce the required

actuation voltage. Large strains are made possible by materials that can undergo large

deformations and have a low elastic modulus. High efficiency is made possible by

materials that have low viscous losses. Finding materials that fulfill all of these

requirements is not a trivial task because many of the key parameters are fundamentally

incompatible, such as dielectric strength and dielectric constant. Dedicated attempts by

the material science community are required for developing improved materials.

A key development that must be achieved for practical implementation of these

actuators is the development of appropriate electronic controlling devices. As envisioned,

digital mechatronic devices implementing DE actuators would contain a large number of

these actuators. Currently, there is no effective way of performing the control of many

such actuators, even at a binary (ON/OFF) level. The high voltages (> 1kV) require bulky

reed switches, each of which would likely have a mass greater than the actuator itself.

Development of such circuitry, while not fundamentally impossible, is outside the scope

of this research.

5.3 Outlook

Dielectric elastomer actuators have the potential to be implemented in a large

variety of applications, not just as a mechanical actuator. The performance properties of

DE actuators make them very well suited for smart material applications. For example,

fabrics with variable porosity or thickness could be developed. The light weight and

deployable nature of these structures make them well suited for space travel.

The likeness of DE behavior to that of natural muscles has been explored, and

these material could potentially be incorporated in prosthetic devices or control

architectures that directly mimic biological control schemes [75].
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The success of the actuators in this research and the development of sound design

guidelines, combined with the growing interest and development of DE throughout the

world, justifies the belief that DEA may soon be implemented into practical applications

ranging from medicine to space.
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